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Introduction

Welcome to the NAACL Student Research Workshop. This year, papers were submitted to two separate
tracks: Research Paper and Thesis Proposal. We received 18 submissions from ten countries and
accepted 12. Of the accepted papers, seven were research papers and five were thesis proposals. Each
accepted paper will be presented as a poster during the NAACL-HLT 2012 Poster Session and assigned
an experienced mentor who will provide constructive feedback.

The workshop received many excellent submissions this year, and we thank our Program Committee
for their thoughtful reviews. We would also like to thank the entire NAACL-HLT 2012 Organizing
Committee, especially Jennifer Chu-Carroll, Eric Fossler-Lussier, Priscilla Rasmussen, Smaranda
Muresan, and Dirk Hovy. We are also grateful to our faculty advisors, Roger Levy and Ani Nenkova, for
their guidance and involvement. Our warmest gratitude goes to the individuals who agreed to contribute
their time and expertise and serve as mentors for this workshop. Finally, we would like to acknowledge
the generous support of the U.S. National Science Foundation (Award Number IIS-1220521), which
made it possible for us to offer most of the presenters conference registration, accommodation, and
travel support.
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Finding the Right Supervisor: Expert-Finding in a University Domain

Fawaz Alarfaj, Udo Kruschwitz, David Hunter and Chris Fox
School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering
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Colchester, CO4 3SQ, UK
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Abstract

Effective knowledge management is a key fac-
tor in the development and success of any or-
ganisation. Many different methods have been
devised to address this need. Applying these
methods to identify the experts within an or-
ganisation has attracted a lot of attention. We
look at one such problem that arises within
universities on a daily basis but has attracted
little attention in the literature, namely the
problem of a searcher who is trying to iden-
tify a potential PhD supervisor, or, from the
perspective of the university’s research office,
to allocate a PhD application to a suitable su-
pervisor. We reduce this problem to identify-
ing a ranked list of experts for a given query
(representing a research area).

We report on experiments to find experts in a
university domain using two different meth-
ods to extract a ranked list of candidates:
a database-driven method and a data-driven
method. The first one is based on a fixed list
of experts (e.g. all members of academic staff)
while the second method is based on auto-
matic Named-Entity Recognition (NER). We
use a graded weighting based on proximity be-
tween query and candidate name to rank the
list of candidates. As a baseline, we use a
system that ranks candidates simply based on
frequency of occurrence within the top docu-
ments.

1 Introduction

The knowledge and expertise of individuals are sig-
nificant resources for organisation. Managing this

intangible resource effectively and efficiently con-
stitutes an essential and very important task (Non-
aka and Takeuchi, 1995; Law and Ngai, 2008). Ap-
proaching experts is the primary and most direct way
of utilising their knowledge (Yang and Huh, 2008;
Li et al., 2011). Therefore, it is important to have a
means of locating the right experts within organisa-
tions. The expert-finding task can be categorised as
an information retrieval task similar to a web search,
but where the results are people rather than docu-
ments. An expert-finding system allows users to in-
put a query, and it returns a ranked list of experts.

Here we look at a university context. We start
with a real-world problem which is to identify a list
of experts within an academic environment, e.g. a
university intranet. The research reported here is
based on an empirical study of a simple but effective
method in which a system that applies the concept of
expert-finding has been designed and implemented.
The proposed system will contribute to provide an
expert-search service to all of the university’s stake-
holders.

Expert-finding systems require two main re-
sources in order to function: a list of candidates and
a collection of data from which the evidence of ex-
pertise can be extracted. We present two approaches
to address this problem, a database-driven and a
data-driven method using NER. The main differ-
ence between the two methods is the way in which
the candidates’ list is constructed. In the database
method, the candidates are simply selected from a
known list of experts, e.g. the university’s academic
staff. In the NER method, the candidates are ex-
tracted automatically from the pages returned by an
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underlying search engine. This method promises to
be more useful for finding experts from a wider (and
possibly more up-to-date) range of candidates. Both
methods apply the same ranking function(s), as will
be discussed below.

This paper will survey related work in Section 2
and introduce the expert-finding task in a university
domain in Section 3. The process of ranking experts
will be discussed in Section 4. The evaluation will
be described in Section 4, followed by a discussion
of the experiment’s results in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The expert-finding task addresses the problem of re-
trieving a ranked list of people who are knowledge-
able about a given topic. This task has found its
place in the commercial environment as early as the
1980’s, as discussed in Maybury (2006); however,
there was very limited academic research on finding
and ranking experts until the introduction of the en-
terprise track at the 2005 Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) (Craswell et al., 2005).

When expert-finding we must know the experts’
profiles, These profiles may be generated manually
or automatically. Manually created profiles may be
problematic. If, for example, experts enter their own
information, they may exaggerate or downplay their
expertise. In addition, any changes of expertise for
any expert requires a manual update to the expert’s
profile. Thus incurring high maintenance costs. An
example of manually generated profiles is the work
of Dumais and Nielsen (1992). Although their sys-
tem automatically assigns submitted manuscripts to
reviewers, the profiles of the reviewers or experts are
created manually.

The alternative is to generate the profiles automat-
ically, for example by extracting relevant informa-
tion from a document collection. The assumption is
that individuals will tend to be expert in the topics
of documents with which they are associated. Ex-
perts can be associated with the documents in which
they are mentioned (Craswell et al., 2001) or with
e-mails they have sent or received (Balog and de Ri-
jke, 2006a; Campbell et al., 2003; Dom et al., 2003).
They can also be associated with their home pages
or CVs (Maybury et al., 2001), and with documents
they have written (Maybury et al., 2001; Becerra-

Fernandez, 2000). Finally, some researchers use
search logs to associate experts with the web pages
they have visited (Wang et al., 2002; Macdonald and
White, 2009).

After associating candidate experts with one or
more of the kinds of textual evidence mentioned
above, the next step is to find and rank candidates
based on a user query. Many methods have been
proposed to perform this task. Craswell et al. (2001)
create virtual documents for each candidate (or em-
ployee). These virtual documents are simply con-
catenated texts of all documents from the corpus as-
sociated with a particular candidate. Afterwards,
the system indexes and processes queries for the
employee’s documents. The results would show a
list of experts based on the ten best matching em-
ployee documents. Liu et al. (2005) have applied
expert-search in the context of a community-based
question-answering service. Based on a virtual doc-
ument approach, their work applied three language
models: the query likelihood model, the relevance
model and the cluster-based language model. They
concluded that combining language models can en-
hance the retrieval performance.

Two principal approaches recognised for expert-
finding can be found in the literature. Both were
first proposed by Balog et al. (2006b). The mod-
els are called the candidate model and the doc-
ument model, or Model 1 and Model 2, respec-
tively. Different names have been used for the
two methods. Fang and Zhai (2007) refer to them
as ‘Candidate Generation Models and Topic Gen-
eration Models’. Petkova and Croft (2006) call
them the ‘Query-Dependent Model’ and the ‘Query-
Independent Model’. The main difference between
the models is that the candidate-based approaches
(Model 1) build a textual representation of candi-
date experts, and then rank the candidates based on
the given query, whereas the document-based ap-
proaches (Model 2) first find documents that are rel-
evant to the query, and then locate the associated ex-
perts in these documents.

Balog et al. (2006b) have compared the two mod-
els and concluded that Model 2 outperforms Model
1 on all measures (for this reason, we will adopt
Model 2).

As Model 2 proved to be more efficient, it formed
the basis of many other expert-search systems (Fang
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and Zhai, 2007; Petkova and Croft, 2007; Yao
et al., 2008). Fang and Zhai developed a mixture
model using proximity-based document representa-
tion. This model makes it possible to put different
weights on different representations of a candidate
expert (Fang and Zhai, 2007). Another mixture of
personal and global language models was proposed
by Serdyukov and Hiemstra (2008). They combined
two criteria for personal expertise in the final rank-
ing: the probability of generation of the query by the
personal language model and a prior probability of
candidate experts that expresses their level of activ-
ity in the important discussions on the query topic.

Zhu et al. (2010) claimed that earlier language
models did not consider document features. They
proposed an approach that incorporates: internal
document structure; document URLs; page rank;
anchor texts; and multiple levels of association be-
tween experts and topics.

All of the proposed frameworks assume that the
more documents associated with a candidate that
score highly with respect to a query, the more likely
the candidate is to have relevant expertise for that
query. Macdonald and Ounis (2008) developed a
different approach, called the Voting Model. In their
model, candidate experts are ranked first by consid-
ering a ranking of documents with respect to the
users’ query. Then, using the candidate profiles,
votes from the ranked documents are converted into
votes for candidates.

There have been attempts to tackle the expert-
finding problem using social networks. This has
mainly been investigated from two directions. The
first direction uses graph-based measures on social
networks to produce a ranking of experts (Campbell
et al., 2003; Dom et al., 2003). The second direc-
tion assumes similarities among the neighbours in a
social network and defines a smoothing procedure
to rank experts (Karimzadehgan et al., 2009; Zhang
et al., 2007).

Some have argued that it is not enough to find ex-
perts by looking only at the queries’ without tak-
ing the users into consideration. They claim that
there are several factors that may play a role in
decisions concerning which experts to recommend.
Some of these factors are the users’ expertise level,
social proximity and physical proximity (Borgatti
and Cross, 2003; McDonald and Ackerman, 1998;

Shami et al., 2008). McDonald and Ackerman
(1998) emphasised the importance of the accessi-
bility of the expert. They argued that people usu-
ally prefer to contact the experts who are physically
or organisationally close to them. Moreover, Shami
et al. (2008) found that people prefer to contact ex-
perts they know, even when they could potentially
receive more information from other experts who are
located outside their social network.

Woudstra and van den Hooff (2008) identified a
number of factors in selecting experts that are re-
lated to quality and accessibility. They argued that
the process of choosing which candidate expert to
contact might differ depending on the specific situa-
tion.

Hofmann et al. (2010) showed that many of these
factors can be modelled. They claimed that integrat-
ing them with retrieval models can improve retrieval
performance. Smirnova and Balog (2011) provided
a user-oriented model for expert-finding where they
placed an emphasis on the social distance between
the user and the expert. They considered a number
of social graphs based on organisational hierarchy,
geographical location and collaboration.

3 Expert-Finding in a University

In any higher educational institution, finding an ap-
propriate supervisor is a critical task for research
students, a task that can be very time consuming,
especially if academics describe their work using
terms that a student is not familiar with. A searcher
may build up a picture of who is likely to have
the relevant expertise by looking for university aca-
demic staff who have written numerous documents
about the general topic, who have authored docu-
ments exactly related to the topic, or who list the
topic as one of their research interest areas. Au-
tomating this process will not only help research stu-
dents find the most suitable supervisors, but it also
allow the university to allocate applications to super-
visors, and help researchers find other people inter-
ested in the particular topics.

3.1 Method

The two approaches we apply, database-driven, and
data-driven using NER1 are illustrated in Figure 1.

1We use OpenNLP to identify named entities.
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Figure 1: System Architecture.

The main difference between the two methods is the
way in which the candidates’ list is constructed. We
argue that each method has its advantages. In the
database method, the candidates are simply the uni-
versity’s academic staff. This avoids giving results
unrelated to the university. It would be appropriate if
the aim is to find the experts from among the univer-
sity academics. In the data-driven method, the can-
didates are extracted from the pages returned by the
underlying search engine. The experts found by this
method are not necessarily university staff. They
could be former academics, PhD students, visiting
professors, or newly appointed staff.

Both methods apply the same ranking functions,
one baseline function which is purely based on fre-
quency and one which takes into account proximity
of query terms with matches of potential candidates
in the retrieved set of documents.

3.2 The Baseline Approach

The baseline we chose for ranking candidates is the
frequency of appearance of names in the top twenty
retrieved documents. The system counts how many

times the candidate’s name appears in the document
d(cc). Then it calculates the candidate metric cm by
dividing the candidate count d(cc) by the number of
tokens in the document d(nt).

Equation 1 defines the metric, where cm is the
final candidate’s metric for all documents and n is
the number of documents.

cm =

n∑
d=1

d(cc)

d(nt)
(1)

3.3 Our Approach
Our approach takes into account the proximity be-
tween query terms and candidate names in the
matching documents in the form of a distance
weight. This measure will adds a distance weight
value to the main candidate’s metric that was gener-
ated earlier. Similar approaches have been proposed
in the literature for different expert search applica-
tions Lu et al. (2006); Cao et al. (2005). The dis-
tance weight will be higher whenever the name ap-
pears closer to the query term, within a +/- 10 word
window.

We experiment with two different formulae. The
first formula is as follows:

cm1 =
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

(cm+
1

β ∗ αij
), αij =

{
dij if dij ≤ 10
0 Otherwise

(2)

where n is the number of times the candidate’s name
has been found in the matching documents, m is the
number of times the (full) query has been identified,
and dij is the distance between the name position
and query position (β has been set empirically to 3).
The second formula is:

cm2 =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

(cm+
1

cmαij
), αij =

{
dij if dij ≤ 10
0 Otherwise

(3)

This equation is designed to return a smaller value
as the distance x increases, and to give the candidate
with lower frequency a higher weight.

In both cases, candidates are ranked according to
the final score and displayed in order so that the can-
didates who are most likely to be experts are dis-
played at the top of the list.

4 Evaluation

As with any IR system, evaluation can be difficult.
In the given context one might argue that precision
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is more important than recall. In any case, recall can
be difficult to measure precisely. To address these is-
sues we approximate a gold standard as follows. We
selected one school within the university for which
a page of research topics with corresponding aca-
demics exists In this experiment we take this map-
ping as a complete set of correct matches. In this
page, there are 371 topics (i.e. potential queries) di-
vided among 28 more general research topics. Each
topic/query is associated with one or more of the
school’s academic staff. It is presumed that those
names belong to experts on the corresponding top-
ics.

Table 1 illustrates some general topics with the
number of (sub)topic they contain. Table 2 list some
of the topics.

Topic N
Analogue and Digital Systems Architectures 2
Artificial Intelligence 26
Audio 12
Brain Computer Interface 18
Computational Finance Economics and Management 1
Computational Intelligence 10
. . . . . .

Table 1: Distribution of topics - N denotes the number of
topics for the corresponding general topic area.

High-Speed Lasers And Photodetectors
Human Behaviour And The Psychology
Human Motion Tracking
Human-Centred Robotics
Hybrid Heuristics
Hybrid Intelligent Systems Which Include Neuro-Fuzzy Systems
Hypercomplex Algebras And Fourier Transforms
Hypercomplex Fourier Transforms And Filters

Table 2: Some topics/queries

The measure used to test the system is recall at
the following values {3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20}. We
also measure Mean Average Precision at rank 20
(MAP@20).

5 Results and Discussion

Table 3 shows the system results where BL is the
baseline result. There are two main findings. First
of all, the database-driven approach outperforms
the data-driven approach. Secondly, our approach
which applies a grading of results based on prox-
imity between queries and potential expert names
significantly outperforms the baseline approach that

only considers frequency, that is true for both formu-
lae we apply when ranking the results (using paired
t-tests applied to MAP with p<0.0001). However,
the differences between cm1 and cm2 tend not to be
significantly different.

BL cm1 cm2
NER DB NER DB NER DB

R@3 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.76 0.58 0.79
R@5 0.56 0.60 0.58 0.83 0.68 0.86
R@7 0.61 0.64 0.62 0.87 0.72 0.88
R@10 0.65 0.69 0.68 0.89 0.78 0.90
R@15 0.69 0.72 0.74 0.91 0.80 0.91
R@20 0.71 0.75 0.76 0.92 0.82 0.93
MAP 0.20 0.28 0.50 0.61 0.52 0.66

Table 3: Performance Measures

It is perhaps important to mention that our data is
fairly clean. More noise would make the creation of
relational database more difficult. In that case the
data-driven approach may become more appropri-
ate.

6 Conclusion

The main objective of this work was to explore
expert-finding in a university domain, an area that
has to the best of our knowledge so far attracted
little attention in the literature. The main finding
is that a database-driven approach (utilising a fixed
set of known experts) outperforms a data-driven ap-
proach which is based on automatic named-entity
recognition. Furthermore, exploiting proximity be-
tween query and candidate outperforms a straight
frequency measure.

There are a number of directions for future work.
For example, modelling the user background and
interests could increase the system’s effectiveness.
Some more realistic end-user studies could be used
to evaluate the systems. Consideration could be
given to term dependence and positional models as
in Metzler and Croft (2005), which might improve
our proximity-based scoring function. Finaly, our
gold standard collection penalises a data-driven ap-
proach, which might offer a broader range of ex-
perts. We will continue this line of work using
both technical evaluation measures as well as user-
focused evaluations.
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Abstract

We introduce the automatic annotation of
noun phrases in parsed sentences with tags
from a fine-grained semantic animacy hierar-
chy. This information is of interest within lex-
ical semantics and has potential value as a fea-
ture in several NLP tasks.

We train a discriminative classifier on an an-
notated corpus of spoken English, with fea-
tures capturing each noun phrase’s constituent
words, its internal structure, and its syntactic
relations with other key words in the sentence.
Only the first two of these three feature sets
have a substantial impact on performance, but
the resulting model is able to fairly accurately
classify new data from that corpus, and shows
promise for binary animacy classification and
for use on automatically parsed text.

1 Introduction

An animacy hierarchy, in the sense of Zaenen et al.
(2004), is a set of mutually exclusive categories de-
scribing noun phrases (NPs) in natural language sen-
tences. These classes capture the degree to which
the entity described by an NP is capable of human-
like volition: a key lexical semantic property which
has been shown to trigger a number of morphologi-
cal and syntactic phenomena across languages. An-
notating a corpus with this information can facili-
tate statistical semantic work, as well as providing a
potentially valuable feature—discussed in Zaenen et
al.—for tasks like relation extraction, parsing1, and

1Using our model in parsing would require bootstrapping
from c oarser parses, as our model makes use of some syntactic
features.

machine translation.

The handful of papers that we have found on
animacy annotation—centrally Ji and Lin (2009),
Øvrelid (2005), and Orasan and Evans (2001)—
classify only the basicANIMATE /INANIMATE con-
trast, but show some promise in doing so. Their
work shows success in automatically classifying in-
dividual words, and related work has shown that an-
imacy can be used to improve parsing performance
(Øvrelid and Nivre, 2007).

We adopt the class set presented in Zaenen et al.
(2004), and build our model around the annotated
corpus presented in that work. Their hierarchy con-
tains ten classes, meant to cover a range of cate-
gories known to influence animacy-related phenom-
ena cross-linguistically. They areHUMAN , ORG (or-
ganizations),ANIMAL , MAC (automata),VEH (vehi-
cles),PLACE, TIME, CONCRETE(other physical ob-
jects), NONCONC (abstract entities), andMIX (NPs
describing heterogeneous groups of entities). The
class definitions are straightforward—every NP de-
scribing a vehicle is aVEH—and Zaenen et al. of-
fer a detailed treatment of ambiguous cases. Unlike
the class sets used in named entity recognition work,
these classes are crucially meant to cover all NPs.
This includes freestanding nouns likepeople, as well
as pronominals likethat one, for which the choice of
class often depends on contextual information not
contained within the NP, or even the sentence.

In the typical case where the head of an NP be-
longs unambiguously to a single animacy class, the
phrase as a whole nearly always takes on the class
of its head: The Panama hat I gave to my uncle
on Tuesdaycontains numerous nominals of differ-
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ent animacy classes, buthat is the unique syntactic
head, and determines the phrase to beCONCRETE.
Heads can easily be ambiguous, though:My stereo
speakersand the speakers at the panel sessionbe-
long to different classes, but share a (polysemous)
head.

The corpus that we use is Zaenen et al.’s animacy-
annotated subset of the hand-parsed Switchboard
corpus of conversational American English. It is
built on, and now included in, Calhoun et al.’s
(2010) NXT version of Switchboard. This anno-
tated section consists of about 110,000 sentences
with about 300,000 NPs. We divide these sentences
into a training set (80%), a development set (10%),
and a test set (10%).2 Every NP in this section is ei-
ther assigned a class or marked as problematic, and
we train and test on all the NPs for which the an-
notators were able to agree (after discussion) on an
assignment.

2 Methods

We use a standard maximum entropy classifier
(Berger et al., 1996) to classify constituents: For
each labeled NP in the corpus, the model selects
the locally most probable class. Our features are de-
scribed in this section.

We considered features that required dependen-
cies between consecutively assigned classes, allow-
ing large NPs to depend on smaller NPs contained
within them, as in conjoined structures. These
achieved somewhat better coverage of the rareMIX

class, but did not yield any gains in overall perfor-
mance, and are not included in our results.

2.1 Bag-of-words features

Our simplest feature set,HASWORD-(tag-)word,
simply captures each word in the NP, both with and
without its accompanying part-of-speech (POS) tag.

2.2 Internal syntactic features

Motivated by the observation that syntactic heads
tend to determine animacy class, we introduce two
features:HEAD-tag-word contains the head word of
the phrase (extracted automatically from the parse)

2We inadvertently did some initial feature selection using
training data that included both our training and test sets.While
we have re-run all of those experiments, this introduces a possi-
ble bias towards features which perform well on our test set.

and its POS tag.HEADSHAPE-tag-shapeattempts
to cover unseen head words by replacing the word
string with its orthographic shape (substituting, for
example,Stanfordwith Ll and 3G-relatedwith dL-
l).

2.3 External syntactic features

The information captured by our tag set overlaps
considerably with the information that verbs use to
select their arguments.3 The subject ofsee, for ex-
ample, must be aHUMAN , MAC, ANIMAL , or ORG,
and the complement ofabovecannot be aTIME. As
such, we expect the verb or preposition that an NP
depends upon and the type of dependency involved
(subject, direct object, or prepositional complement)
to be powerful predictors of animacy, and introduce
the following features:SUBJ(-OF-verb), DOBJ(-OF-
verb) andPCOMP(-OF-prep)(-WITH-verb). We ex-
tract these dependency relations from our parses,
and mark an occurrence of each feature both with
and without each of its optional (parenthetical) pa-
rameters.

3 Results

The following table shows our model’s precision
and recall (as percentages) for each class and the
model’s overall accuracy (the percent of labeled
NPs which were labeled correctly), as well as the
number of instances of each class in the test set.

Class Count Precision Recall
VEH 534 88.56 39.14

TIME 1,101 88.24 80.38
NONCONC 12,173 83.39 93.32

MAC 79 63.33 24.05
PLACE 754 64.89 63.00

ORG 1,208 58.26 27.73
MIX 29 7.14 3.45

CONCRETE 1402 58.82 37.58
ANIMAL 137 69.44 18.25
HUMAN 11,320 91.19 93.30
Overall 28,737 Accuracy: 84.90

The next table shows the performance of each
feature bundle when it alone is used in classification,
as well as the performance of the model when each

3See Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005) for a survey of ar-
gument selection criteria, including animacy.
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feature bundle is excluded. We offer for comparison
a baseline model that always chooses the most
frequent class,NONCONC.

Only these features: Accuracy (%)
Bag of words 83.04

Internal Syntactic 75.85
External Syntactic 50.35

All but these features: —
Bag of words 77.02

Internal syntactic 83.36
External syntactic 84.58

Most frequent class 42.36
Full model 84.90

3.1 Binary classification

We test our model’s performance on the
somewhat better-known task of binary
(ANIMATE /INANIMATE ) classification by merging
the model’s class assignments into two sets after
classification, following the grouping defined in Za-
enen et al.4 While none of our architectural choices
were made with binary classification in mind, it is
heartening to know that the model performs well on
this easier task.

Overall accuracy is 93.50%, while a baseline
model that labels each NPANIMATE achieves only
53.79%. All of the feature sets contribute mea-
surably to the binary model, and external syntactic
features do much better on this task than on fine-
grained classification, despite remaining the worst
of the three sets: They achieve 78.66% when used
alone. We have found no study on animacy in spo-
ken English with which to compare these results.

3.2 Automatically parsed data

In order to test the robustness of our model to the
errors introduced by an automatic parser, we train
an instance of the Stanford parser (Klein and Man-
ning, 2002) on our training data (which is relatively
small by parsing standards), re-parse the linearized
test data, and then train and test our classifier on the
resulting trees.

Since we can only confidently evaluate classifi-
cation choices for correctly parsed constituents, we

4HUMAN , VEH, MAC , ORG, ANIMAL , andHUMAN are con-
sidered animate, and the remaining classes inanimate.

consider accuracy measured only over those hypoth-
esized NPs which encompass the same string of
words as an NP in the gold standard data. Our
parser generated correct (evaluable) NPs with preci-
sion 88.63% and recall 73.51%, but for these evalu-
able NPs, accuracy was marginallybetter than on
hand-parsed data: 85.43% using all features. The
parser likely tended to misparse those NPs which
were hardest for our model to classify.

3.3 Error analysis

A number of the errors made by the model pre-
sented above stem from ambiguous cases where
head words, often pronouns, can take on referents of
multiple animacy classes, and where there is no clear
evidence within the bounds of the sentence of which
one is correct. In the following example the model
incorrectly assignsmine the classCONCRETE, and
nothing in the sentence provides evidence for the
surprising correct class,HUMAN .

Well, I’ve usedmine on concrete treated
wood.

For a model to correctly treat cases like this, it would
be necessary to draw on a simple co-reference reso-
lution system and incorporate features dependent on
plausibly co-referent sentences elsewhere in the text.

The distinction between an organization (ORG)
and a non-organized group of people (HUMAN ) in
this corpus is troublesome for our model. It hinges
on whether the group shares a voice or purpose,
which requires considerable insight into the mean-
ing of a sentence to assess. For example,peoplein
the below is anORG, but no simple lexical or syntac-
tic cues distinguish it from the more common class
HUMAN .

The only problem is, of course, that, uh,
that requires significant commitment from
peopleto actually decide they want to put
things like that up there.

Our performance on the classMIX , which marks
NPs describing multiple heterogeneous entities, was
very poor. The highlighted NP in the sentence below
was incorrectly classifiedNONCONC:

But the same money could probably be far
better spent on, uh, uh,lunar bases and
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solar power satellite researchand, you
know, so forth.

It is quite plausible that some more sophisticated
approaches to modeling this unique class might be
successful, but no simple feature that we tried had
any success, and the effect of missingMIX on overall
performance is negligible.

There are finally some cases where our attempts
to rely on the heads of NPs were thwarted by the rel-
atively flat structure of the parses. Under any main-
stream theory of syntax,home is more prominent
thannursing in the phrasea nursing home: It is the
unique head of the NP. However, the parse provided
does not attribute any internal structure to this con-
stituent, making it impossible for the model to deter-
mine the relative prominence of the two nouns. Had
the model known that the unique head of the phrase
washome, it would have likely have correctly clas-
sified it as aPLACE, rather than the a priori more
probableNONCONC.

4 Conclusion and future work

We succeeded in developing a classifier capable of
annotating texts with a potentially valuable feature,
with a high tolerance for automatically generated
parses, and using no external or language-specific
sources of knowledge.

We were somewhat surprised, though, by the rel-
atively poor performance of the external syntactic
features in this model: When tested alone, they
achieved an accuracy of only about 50%. This sig-
nals one possible site for further development.

Should this model be used in a setting where ex-
ternal knowledge sources are available, two seem
especially promising. Synonyms and hypernyms
from WordNet (Fellbaum, 2010) or a similar lexi-
con could be used to improve the model’s handling
of unknown words—demonstrated successfully with
the aid of a word sense disambiguation system
in Orasan and Evans (2001) for binary animacy
classification on single words. A lexical-semantic
database like FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) could
also be used to introduce semantic role labels (which
are tied to animacy restrictions) as features, poten-
tially rescuing the intuition that governing verbs and
prepositions carry animacy information.
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Abstract 
The preferred order of pre-nominal adjectives 

in English is determined primarily by seman-

tics.  Nevertheless, Adjective Ordering (AO) 

systems do not generally exploit semantic fea-

tures.  This paper describes a system that or-

ders adjectives with significantly above-

chance accuracy (73.0%) solely on the basis 

of semantic features pertaining to the cogni-

tive-semantic dimension of subjectivity.  The 

results indicate that combining such semantic 

approaches with current methods could result 

in more accurate and robust AO systems. 

1 Introduction 

As a significant body of linguistic research has 

observed (see e.g. Quirk et al. (1985)), English pre-

nominal adjective strings exhibit subtle order re-

strictions.  Although example (2), below, does not 

represent a clear-cut violation of established 

grammatical principles, it would sound distinctly 

unnatural to native speakers in the majority of con-

texts, in contrast to the entirely unproblematic (1).  

(1)    He poked it with a long metal fork   

(2) ? He poked it with a metal long fork 

The problem of determining the principles that go-

vern Adjective Ordering (henceforth, AO) in Eng-

lish has been studied from a range of academic 

perspectives, including philosophy, linguistics, 

psychology and neuroscience. AO is also of inter-

est in the field of Natural Language Processing 

(NLP), since a method that consistently selects 

felicitous orders would serve to improve the output 

of language modeling and generation systems.  

Previous NLP approaches to AO infer the 

ordering of adjective combinations from instances 

of the same, or superficially similar, combinations 

in training corpora (Shaw & Hatzivassiloglou, 

1999) (Malouf, 2000), or from distributional ten-

dencies of the adjectives in multiple-modifier 

strings (Mitchell, 2009) (Dunlop, Mitchell, & 

Roark, 2010).  Such methods are susceptible to 

data sparseness, since the combinations from 

which they learn are rare in everyday language.  

By contrast, the approach taken here deter-

mines AO based on semantic features of adjec-

tives, guided by the theoretical observation that the 

cognitive notion of subjectivity governs ordering in 

the general case (Adamson, 2000).  The semantic 

features developed are each highly significant pre-

dictors of AO, and they combine to classify com-

binations with 73.0% accuracy. These preliminary 

results indicate that semantic AO systems can per-

form comparably to existing systems, and that 

classifiers exploiting semantic and direct evidence 

might surpass the current best-performing systems.  

2 Previous research 

The subtle nature of human ordering preferences 

makes AO a particularly challenging NLP task.  In 

perhaps the first specific attempt to address the 

problem, Shaw and Hatzivassiloglou (1999) apply 

a direct evidence method.  For a given adjective 

combination in the test data, their system searches 

a training corpus and selects the most frequent or-

dering of that combination.  Because there is no 

basis to determine the order of adjective combina-

tions that are not in the training data, Shaw and 

Hatzivassiloglou extend the domain of the classifi-
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er by assuming transitivity in the order relation, 

increasing the coverage with only a small reduc-

tion in accuracy.  Nevertheless, the system remains 

highly dependent on the domain and quantity of 

training data.  For example, accuracy is 92% when 

training and test data are both within the medical 

domain but only 54% in cross-domain contexts.     

Malouf (2000) combines a direct evidence 

approach with an alternative method for extending 

the domain of his classifier.  His system infers the 

order of unseen combinations from ‘similar’ seen 

combinations, where similarity is defined purely in 

terms of morphological form.  The method works 

by exploiting a degree of correlation between form 

and order (e.g. capital letters indicate nominal 

modifiers, which typically occur to the right). 

Mitchell (2009) applies a less ‘direct’ ap-

proach, clustering adjectives based on their posi-

tion in multiple-modifier strings. Although 

Mitchell’s classifier requires no direct evidence, 

data sparseness is still an issue because the strings 

from which the system learns are relatively infre-

quent in everyday language.  Dunlop et al. (2010) 

apply Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA), a sta-

tistical technique for automatic sequence ordering, 

which, as with Malouf’s system, quantifies word-

similarity based solely on morphological features.  

Despite the greater sophistication of these more 

recent approaches, Mitchell et al. (2011) showed 

that a simple n-gram (direct evidence) classifier 

trained on 170 million words of New York Times 

and Wall Street Journal text and tested on the 

Brown Corpus  (82.3% accuracy) outperforms both 

the clustering (69.0%) and MSA (81.8%) methods. 

Wulff (2003) uses Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA) to quantify the effects of various 

potential AO correlates, and confirms that seman-

tic features are better predictors than morphologi-

cal and syntactic features.  The features, extracted 

from the 10-million word Spoken British National 

Corpus (BNC) and weighted by LDA, combine to 

predict unseen adjective orders with 72% accuracy.   

Wulff’s study is unique in applying seman-

tics to the problem, although her focus is theoreti-

cal and several features are implemented manually.  

The next section describes the theoretical basis for 

a fully-automated semantic approach to AO that 

could help to resolve the issues of data sparsity and 

domain dependence associated with the direct evi-

dence methods described above.  

 

2.1 The subjectivity hypothesis 

Although phonetic, morphological and syntactic 

factors influence AO in specific contexts, there is 

consensus in the theoretical literature that seman-

tics is the determining factor in the general case 

(see Quirk et al. (1985) for further discussion).  

Several semantic theories of AO make use of the 

cognitive linguistic notion of subjectivity (Quirk et 

al. 1985; Hetzron, 1978; Adamson 2000).  Subjec-

tivity in this context refers to the degree to which 

an utterance can or cannot be interpreted indepen-

dently of the speaker’s perspective (Langacker, 

1991).  For example, the deictic utterance (3) is 

more subjective than (4) since its truth depends on 

the speaker’s location at the time of utterance.   

(3) James is sitting across the table 

(4) James is sitting opposite Sam 

In relation to AO, Quirk et al, Hetzron and Adam-

son each support some form of the subjectivity hy-

pothesis: that more subjective modifiers generally 

occur to the left of less subjective modifiers in pre-

nominal strings.  For example, in (5) the adjective 

big tells us about the relation between the car and 

the speaker’s idea of typical car size.  This ascrip-

tion is less objectively verifiable than that of car 

color, so big occurs further from the head noun.  

The position of oncoming in (6) reflects the high 

inherent subjectivity of deictic modifiers.   

(5)  A big red Italian car        (BNC) 

(6)  An oncoming small black car (BNC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Diachronic variation of preferred AO 

 

To illustrate a process of changing AO preferences 

that can be explained in a compelling way by the 

subjectivity hypothesis, the 1 trillion-word Google 

n-Gram Viewer was queried (Figure 1).  The two 

Frequency 

(% corpus)  

Year  

“gay young man”  

“young gay man”  
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lines indicate the frequency of the strings ‘gay 

young man’ and ‘young gay man’ in the Corpus 

from 1950 to 2000, as the pre-eminent meaning of 

gay evolved from the subjective merry to the cate-

gorical, well-defined homosexual.  As the graph 

shows, this reduction in subjectivity has been ac-

companied by a marked increase in the tendency of 

gay to appear closer to the noun in such strings.  

3 System design 

The AO system described below applies the theo-

retical findings presented above by extracting from 

training data various subjectivity features of adjec-

tives and applying this information to classify in-

put orderings as correct or incorrect.
1
  System 

operation and evaluation consisted of 5 stages.  

Extracting feature profiles:  The 200 highest-

frequency adjectives in the BNC were extracted.  

Following Wulff (2003, p. 6), three items, other, 

only and very were removed from this list because 

they occur in right-branching structures.  For the 

remaining adjectives, a ‘profile’ of feature values 

(c.f. Table 1, below), was extracted from 24 mil-

lion words (Sections A-C) of the written BNC. 

Generating gold-standard orderings:  From the 

197 adjectives, 19,306 unordered pairs ��� , ��� 
were generated. The bigram frequencies of the 

strings ��� , ��	 and ��� , ��	 were then extracted 
from the 1 billion-word Google n-gram Corpus.  

From this data, the 12,000 pairs ��� , ��� with the 
largest proportional difference in frequency be-

tween ��� , ��	 and ��� , ��	 were selected. 
Defining test and training sets: A set of 12,000 

ordered triples 
�� , �� , ��� ,��	� was generated, 
where ��� ,��	 is an indicator function taking the 
value 1 if ��� , ��	 is the preferred ordering in the 
Google corpus and 0 if ��� , ��	 is preferred.  
Some of the triples were re-ordered at random to 

leave an equal number of preferred and dispre-

ferred orderings in the data.  These triples were 

populated with feature profiles, to create vectors 


��
� , … , ��

� , ��
�� , … ��

�� , ��� ,��	 � 

                                                           
1 The system operates on adjectival and nominal modifiers but 

not on articles, determiners, degree modifiers and other non-

adjectival pre-modifiers.   

where ��
�� is the value of the ��� feature of the ad-

jective ��, and n is the total number of features.  

The set of vectors was then randomly partitioned in 

the ratio 80:20 for training and testing respectively.  

Training the classifier:  A logistic regression was 

applied to the set of training vectors, in which the 

first 2n elements of the vectors were independent 

variables and the final element was the dependent 

variable.    Logistic regression has been shown to 

be preferable to alternatives such as Ordinary Least 

Squares and LDA for binary outcome classification 

if, as in this case, the independent variables are not 

normally distributed (Press & Wilson, 1978). 

Evaluation: Performance was determined by the 

number of pairs in the test data correctly ordered 

by the classifier.  Steps 3-5 were repeated 4 times 

(5-fold cross-validation), with the scores averaged.   

3.1 The Features 

Of the features included in the model, 

COMPARABILITY and POLARITY are shown to 

correlate with human subjectivity judgments by 

Wiebe and colleagues (see e.g. Hatzivassiloglou & 

Wiebe, 2000). The remainder are motivated by 

observations in the theoretical literature.   

MODIFIABILITY:  Gradable adjectives, such as 

hot or happy, tend to be more subjective than pro-

totypically categorical adjectives, such as square 

or black (Hetzron, 1978).  Unlike categorical ad-

jectives they admit modification by intensifiers 

(Paradis, 1997).  Therefore, the feature 

MODIFIABILITY is defined as the conditional 

probability that an adjective occurs immediately 

following an intensifier given that it occurs at all.
2
   

 

����������� !"�#   =   ∑ �&'("�), �	#*∈,
�&'("�#  

 

� = ��'-&'' )�����'&.�    
�/, !	  �.   ℎ' ��-&�) ′1�&� / �����1'� �! 1�&� !′ 
 

COMPARABILITY:  Gradable adjectives also 

have comparative and superlative forms, whereas 

prototypically categorical adjectives do not.  Given 

the association between gradability and subjectivi-

ty, the feature COMPARABILITY is defined as the 

probability of an adjective occurring in compara-

tive or superlative form given it occurs at all.   

                                                           
2 The set of intensifiers is taken from (Paradis, 1997). 
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 new good old different local 

MODIF 0.0010 0.0529 0.0208 0.0887 0.0004 

COM 0.0079 0.4881 0.2805 0.0011 0.0045 

PRED 0.0100 0.1018 0.0289 0.0806 0.0069 

POL 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

ADV 0.0220 0.0008 0.0000 0.0318 0.0478 

NOM 0.2900 0.0999 0.0113 0.0000 0.0212 

Table 1:  Example feature profiles 

2�)3�&����� !"�#   =   �&'("�4# +  �&'("�6#
�&'("�# + �&'("�4# +  �&'("�6# 

 
  �4 = 7�)3�&� �8' ��&) �� �       �6 = .93'&�� �8' ��&) �� �     
 

PREDICATIVITY: Adjectives can be applied in 

both attributive (‘the red car’), and predicative 

(‘the car is red’) constructions.  Bolinger (1967) 

suggests that predicative constructions are concep-

tualized more dynamically or temporarily than at-

tributive constructions.  Since dynamic properties 

are generally ascribed more subjectively than per-

manent properties (Langacker, 1991), Bolinger’s 

intuition implies an association between subjectivi-

ty and predicative constructions.  Indeed, many 

objective modifiers sit uncomfortably in predica-

tive contexts, as shown by (7) and (8). 

(7)    I live in a brick house 

(8) ? The house I live in is brick  

The feature PREDICATIVITY is therefore defined 

as the probability that an adjective occurs in a pre-

dicative construction given that it occurs at all.  

The measure is implemented by counting the num-

ber of times the adjective immediately follows 

some form of an English copula verb.
3
   

 

:&'��7� �8�!"�# =   ∑ �&'("�7, �	#;∈<
�&'("�#  

 
2 = .'  �� =>-��.ℎ 7�39�� 8'&�. �> ��� �>��'7 '� ��&). 
     

POLARITY: An adjective is said to be polar if it 

typically attributes a positive (kind, healthy, 

strong) or negative (poor, selfish, rotten) characte-

ristic.  Semi-supervised methods for automatically 

detecting adjective polarity have been developed 

(Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown, 1997), and applied 

to subjectivity analysis by Wiebe (2000).  

POLARITY is implemented as a binary feature, 

whose value depends on whether or not the adjec-

tive appears in a list of 1,300 polar adjectives ex-

tracted by Hatzivassiloglou & Mackeown. 

 

:���&� !"�# =  ? 1   �� � ∈ A⋃C
0    �� � ∉ A⋃C F 

 

A = � ��G'7 �8'. ���'��'� �. 3�.� �8'�         
C = ���G'7 �8'. ���'��'� �. >'-� �8'� 
 

                                                           
3 The copula verbs list was compiled manually by the author. 

ADVERBIABILITY:  Quirk (1985, p 1339) notes 

that evaluative adjectives tend to develop derived 

adverbial forms, whereas more objective adjectives 

do not.  For example, nice, beautiful and, careful 

correspond to the adverbs nicely, beautifully, and 

carefully, whereas no such derived forms exist for 

the more objective adjectives male, English and 

brown. The ADVERBIABILITY of an adjective is 

defined as the ratio of derived adverbial forms to 

total base and adverbial forms in the corpus.    

 

��8'&������� !"�#   =   �&'("�∗#
�&'("�# + �&'("�∗# 

 
�∗ = ��8'&���� ��&) �'&�8'� �&�) �     
 

NOMINALITY:  Wullf (2003) reports statistical 

evidence that more ‘noun-like’ modifiers appear 

closer to the head in modifying strings.  Combina-

tions such as ‘bread knife’ or ‘police car’, often 

analyzed as noun-noun compounds rather than 

modifier/noun combinations, represent the clearest 

such examples.  Amongst more prototypical adjec-

tives, some, such as green, or male have nominal 

senses (‘village green’, ‘unidentified male’), whe-

reas others do not.  Separately, Hatzivassiloglou 

and Wiebe (2000) report a statistical correlation 

between the number of adjectives in a text and 

human judgments of subjectivity.  These observa-

tions suggest that adjectives are inherently more 

subjective than nouns, and further that noun-like 

‘behavior’ might indicate relative objectivity with-

in the class of adjectives.  Consequently, the fea-

ture NOMINALITY is defined, following Wulff, as 

the probability that an adjective is tagged as a noun 

given that it is tagged as either an adjective or a 

noun. It is the only feature that is expected to exhi-

bit an inverse correlation with subjectivity.   

I�)�>��� !"�#   =   �&'(" �>#
�&'("��# + �&'(" �># 

 
 �� = ��G'7 �8' �  �--'� �. >�9>       
 �J = ��G'7 �8' �  �--'� �. ��G'7 �8' 
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Predicted 
  Training Data 
  Incorrect Correct % Correct 

Incorrect 2773 1637 62.9 

Correct 1120 4101 78.5 

Overall%     71.4 

  Test Data 
  Incorrect Correct % Correct 

Incorrect 696 370 65.3 

Correct 270 1031 79.2 

Overall%     73.0 

Table 2:  Overall results of model cross-validation  

Fea-

ture  

Regression 

Coefficient 

Predictor 
Signifi-

cance 

Perform-
ance in 

Isolation 

Compari-

son of  
A1 / A2 

Means 

MODIF 5.205 .000 62.9% 0.000 

COM .177 .381 58.7% 0.000 

PRED 3.630 .000 68.6% 0.000 

POL .339 .000 60.4% 0.000 

ADV 1.503 .000 62.8% 0.000 

NOM -.405 .000 58.4% 0.000 

Table 3:  Influence of individual features 

4 Results  

The performance of the classifier is promising with 

respect to the intuition that semantic features can 

be usefully applied to AO systems.  A chi-square 

test reveals the features collectively to be highly 

significant predictors of AO (K� = 2257.25, 3 <
0.001∗∗∗#. Once trained, the system orders unseen 

combinations in the test data with accuracy of 

73.0%, as detailed in Table 2.  This figure is not 

directly comparable with previous work because of 

differences in the evaluation framework. 

It is notable that the accuracy of the classifi-

er rises to 86.2% when the test data is hand-picked 

as the 3000 pairs for which the strength of ordering 

preference is highest.
4
  This suggests that the ap-

proach could be particularly effective at detecting 

highly unnatural combinations.  Moreover, the per-

formance when tested on the 3000 (unseen) pairs 

with the lowest ordering preference is 70.1%, indi-

cating the potential to cope well with marginal cas-

es and rare combinations.   

As Table 3 shows, all features apart from 

COMPARABILITY are statistically significant pre-

dictors in the model "3 < 0.001∗∗∗#. In addition, 
the mean value of each feature over adjectives in 

first position �� differs significantly from the mean 

over adjectives in second position �� (  ≥ 28.07 
in each case, �� = 11,283).  Whilst relatively the 

weakest predictor, COMPARABILITY in isolation 

does predict AO at above-chance 

cy "58.7%, 3 < 0.001∗∗∗# 
                                                           
4 The 3000 pairs for which the proportional preference for one 

ordering over another in the Google n-Gram corpus is highest 

and for which the total frequency of the pair exceeds 500. 

. Its low significance in the overall model re-

flects its high level of interaction with other fea-

tures; in particular, MODIFIABILITY (Pearson 

Correlation: .367, 3 < 0.001∗∗∗).  The relative 
magnitude of the model coefficients is not infor-

mative, since the  measurement scale is not com-

mon to all features.  Nevertheless, the negative 

regression coefficient of NOMINALITY confirms 

that this feature correlates inversely with distance 

from the noun.    

To test the influence of the training corpus size on 

system performance, features were extracted from 

BNC Section A (7 million words) rather than Sec-

tions A-C (24 million words) in a separate experi-

ment. This adjustment resulted in a reduction in 

classifier accuracy from 73.0% to 71.4%, indicat-

ing that performance could be significantly im-

proved by training on the full BNC or even larger 

corpora.  Further improvements could be achieved 

through the combination of semantic and ‘direct’ 

features.  To illustrate this, the feature 

LEFTTENDENCY, a measure of the likelihood that 

an adjective occurs immediately to the left of 

another adjective in the training data, was added. 

This adjustment raised the classifier accuracy from 

73.0% to 76.3%.  It should also be noted that many 

of the features in the current system are extracted 

via measures that approximate syntactic dependen-

cy with bigram context.  It is an empirical question 

whether the additional complexity associated with 

more precise measures (for example, applying de-

pendency parsing) would be justified by perfor-

mance improvements.  
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5 Conclusion 

This paper has tested the efficacy of applying au-

tomatic subjectivity quantification to the problem 

of AO.  The reported results highlight the utility of 

such semantically oriented approaches.  Although 

direct comparison with existing systems was 

beyond the scope of this study, exploratory analys-

es suggested that a refined version of this system 

might compare favorably with reported bench-

marks, if trained on a corpus of comparable size.  

Nevertheless, the comparatively weak per-

formance of the present system on previously seen 

examples (‘underfitting’, see Table 2) is strong 

evidence that six features alone are insufficient to 

capture the complexity of ordering patterns.  

Therefore, beyond the adjustments discussed 

above, the next stage in this research will evaluate 

the effects of combining semantic features with 

direct evidence in a single system.  Other future 

work might apply subjectivity features to cluster 

adjectives into classes pertinent to AO, perhaps in 

combination with independent distributional meas-

ures of semantic similarity.  Finally, the approach 

presented here for English AO could have applica-

tions across languages, and may also be applicable 

to related tasks, such as ordering binomials
5
, pars-

ing noun phrases (‘wild animal hunt’ vs. ‘wild 

birthday party’) and selecting thematically appro-

priate modifiers for a given head noun. 

Some interesting theoretical insights also 

emerge as a corollary to the results of this study.  

The supposition that gradability, polarity, adver-

biability, predicativity and ‘nouniness’ can be as-

sociated, either positively or negatively, with 

subjectivity, was confirmed. Moreover, the per-

formance of the classifier lends support to the sta-

tus of subjectivity as a determining principle of 

AO, and an important dimension of adjective se-

mantics in general.   As such, the reason we say 

beautiful English rose, (c.240,000 direct matches 

on Google) and not English beautiful rose 

(c.2,730) is because beauty is in the eye of the be-

holder, whereas nationality, evidently, is not. 

 

                                                           
5 Binomials are noun or adjective combinations separated by 

coordinating conjunctions, such as tired and emotional and 

salt and pepper.  Quirk et al. (1985, p. 1342) observe connec-

tions between binomial ordering and AO.   
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Abstract

We propose a technique to prepare the Google
1T n-gram data set for wildcarded frequency
queries with a very low turnaround time, mak-
ing unbatched applications possible. Our
method supports token-level wildcarding and
– given a cache of 3.3 GB of RAM – requires
only a single read of less than 4 KB from the
disk to answer a query. We present an index-
ing structure, a way to generate it, and sug-
gestions for how it can be tuned to particular
applications.

1 Background and motivation

The “Google 1T” data set (LDC #2006T13) is a
collection of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-gram frequencies ex-
tracted at Google from around 1012 tokens of raw
web text. Wide access to web-scale data being a rel-
ative novelty, there has been considerable interest in
the research community in how this resource can be
put to use (Bansal and Klein, 2011; Hawker et al.,
2007; Lin et al., 2010, among others).

We are concerned with facilitating approaches
where a large number of frequency queries (op-
tionally with token-by-token wildcarding) are made
automatically in the context of a larger natural
language-based system. Our motivating example
is Bansal and Klein (2011) who substantially im-
prove statistical parsing by integrating frequency-
based features from Google 1T, taken as indica-
tive of associations between words. In this work,
however, parser test data is preprocessed “off-line”
to make n-gram queries tractable, hampering the
practical utility of this work. Our technique elimi-
nates such barriers to application, making it feasible
to answer previously unseen wildcarded frequency
queries “on-line”, i.e. when parsing new inputs. We
devise a structure to achieve this, making each query

approximately the cost of a single random disk ac-
cess, using an in-memory cache of about 3 GB.

Our own implementation will be made available
to other researchers as open source.

2 Prior work

Sekine and Dalwini (2010) have built a high-quality
“1T search engine” that can return lists of n-
gram/frequency pairs matching various types of pat-
terns, but they operate on a wider scale of queries
that makes their reported performance (0.34 s per
query) insufficient for our desired use.

Hawker, Gardiner and Bennetts (2007) have ex-
plored the same problem and devised a “lossy com-
pression” strategy, deriving from the data set a
lookup table fitting in RAM indexed by hashes of
entries, with cells corresponding to more than one
entry in the n-gram set filled with a “compromise”
value appropriate to the application. Although they
obtain very fast queries, in our estimation the error
introduced by this method would be problematic for
our desired use. Furthermore, the authors do not ad-
dress wildcarding for this strategy.

Talbot and Osborne (2007b; 2007a) have explored
applications of Bloom filters to making compara-
tively small probabilistic models of large n-gram
data sets. Though their method too is randomized
and subject to false positives, they discuss ways of
controlling the error rate.

Finally, several researchers including Bansal and
Klein (2011) and Hawker, Gardiner and Ben-
netts (2007) describe ways of working “off-line”,
without low-turnaround querying. However, sys-
tems built along these lines will be unable to effi-
ciently solve single small problems as they arise.

3 The indexing structure

The Google 1T data set consists of entries for n-
grams for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. We have not ap-
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plied our methods to the unigrams, as these are few
enough in number that they can be held in RAM and
structured by a standard method such as a hash table.

For the n-grams for n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, we use sep-
arate carefully tuned and generated B-trees(Bayer
and McCreight, 1972), caching nodes near the root
in RAM and keeping the rest on disk.

3.1 Preprocessing

We apply preprocessing to the Google 1T data in
two ways. Firstly, in almost any application of
Google 1T it will be desirable to perform prepro-
cessing to discard unimportant details, both in order
to obtain a more manageable set of data and to make
patterns evident that would otherwise be obscured
by data scarcity. We identify and collapse to class
tokens IP addresses, email addresses, prefixed hex-
adecimal numbers, and various kinds of URIs. We
also collapse all decimal numeric data by mapping
all digits to the digit zero.

The preprocessing we apply (which is used to
generate the data set described in the rest of this arti-
cle) reduces the vocabulary size by about 37.6%. It
is our belief that, seen as a whole, this preprocess-
ing is quite mild, considering the amount of almost
universally unnecessary detail in the input data (e.g.
26% of the “words” begin with a digit).

Secondly, we use preprocessing in an entirely
different way, as a brute-force approach to sup-
porting wildcarded queries. The lookup structure
constructed does not provide any wildcarding fea-
tures – instead we use the preprocessing phase to
add entries for each of the 2n possible variously-
wildcarded queries (all the possible configurations
with each position either wildcarded or not) match-
ing each of the n-grams in the data.

After this preprocessing, the wildcard token <*>
can be treated just like any other token.

3.2 Dictionary

For cheaper processing and storage, our indexing
structure deals in integers, not string tokens. The
components of the structure describing this mapping
are the dictionaries. These are associative arrays
that are kept in RAM at runtime.

The main dictionary uniquely maps preprocessed
tokens to integers (e.g., <EMAIL> −→ 137). There

are fewer than 224 unique tokens in the 1T data set,
so each integer requires only 3 bytes of storage.

During generation of the structure, we have found
a second “transforming” dictionary useful. This
dictionary maps unpreprocessed tokens to integers,
e.g., john@example.com −→ 137, avoiding
string processing entirely. Unlike the normal dictio-
nary, the transforming dictionary describes a many-
to-one mapping.

The dictionaries are stored on disk simply as text
files, with one line for each key/value pair. The ap-
propriate dictionary is preloaded into an appropriate
in-memory Judy array (Baskins, 2004) during ini-
tialization, taking up around 300 MB of memory.

The main and the transforming dictionaries have
around 8 and 13 million entries respectively.

3.3 Search tree

Our central structure is a search tree, with the keys
being fixed-length sequences of integer tokens.

Owing to the static nature of the data set, the tree
can be constructed whole. For this reason there is no
need to support insertions or deletions, and we do
not account for them. Apart from the lack of sup-
port for mutation, the structure is a conventional B-
tree (Bayer and McCreight, 1972). Our main contri-
bution is identifying what sort of B-tree solves our
problem, describing how it can be implemented ef-
fectively, and how it practically can be generated
when dealing with a very large number of entries.

The tree should be broad to account for the dif-
ference in speed between searching within an in-
memory node and retrieving the next node from
disk. We use a branching factor limit of 127. With
parameters like ours the tree will generally have a
height (counting the root and the leaves, but not
individual n-gram entries) of 5. It will be about
half-filled, meaning – due to the generation method
outlined in Subsection 4.3 – that the root will have
around 127

2 children. Figure 2 illustrates the pattern
– rightmost nodes may have fewer children.

A larger node size for the leaves would mean
lower memory requirements at the cost of having to
make larger reads from the disk.
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Figure 1: An overview of the steps involved in generating
the indexing structure. The dotted portions indicate how
it is later used.

4 Generating the structure

4.1 Creating the dictionaries
The dictionaries are created by simply iterating
through the 1T vocabulary file, preprocessing and
assigning integral labels.

During development we have performed it in
Python and in Common Lisp, with the complexity
of the preprocessing being on the order of 8 class-
recognizer regular expressions and a character re-
placement pass for digits. One pass over the vocab-
ulary with this setup takes around 18 minutes.

4.2 Creating sorted partial lists
We now seek to generate all the entries to be entered
into our structure, ordered lexicographically by the
numeric n-tuples that constitute the entry keys.

However, preprocessing portions of the (sorted)
raw data set disturbs its ordering and introduces du-
plicate keys. After wildcarding it is also a concern
that the list is very long – about 3.5 · 1010 entries for
the 5-grams after wildcarding and before merging.

As directly sorting a list of this size is impractical,
we use an external sorting (Knuth, 1998) technique,
dividing the input of length N into sections of K
entries, then sort and merge duplicates in each one
separately, producing dN

K e separately sorted lists.
For sorting and merging, we use nested integer-

based Judy arrays. For each batch of input we first

fill such a structure – merging duplicate keys as they
are encountered – and then traverse it in order, writ-
ing a sorted list.

We have found 1.5 · 108 to be a suitable value for
K, using about 4.2 GB of memory per list-sorting
process. In our development environment we use 10
such processes and produce 160 lists in 130 wall-
clock minutes (1233 CPU minutes) for the full data
set with full wildcarding.

4.3 Merging and creating the tree

The next step encompasses two subtasks – merging
the sorted lists generated into one large sorted list
(with duplicate entries merged), and using that large
sorted list to generate an indexing tree.

The merging task involves, in our configuration,
a P -way merge with P ≈ 160. We perform this
merge using a binary heap for replacement selec-
tion in logP time as outlined in Knuth (1998). Each
node in the heap consists of a file handle, one “ac-
tive” entry (which determines the value of the node),
and a read buffer. After being popped from the heap,
a node is reinserted if a next entry can be read from
the read buffer or the file.

As they emerge in order from the merging sec-
tion of the program, entries with duplicate keys are
merged with their values added.

The tree-building routine receives all the entries to
be stored correctly ordered and merged. It proceeds
according to the following algorithm:

1. Space is left for the root node at the beginning
of the file. We note the offset after this space
as the “current generation offset”. An empty
“current node” is created.

2. For each input entry:
(a) The entry is added as the last entry in the

current node.
(b) If the current node is now full, or if there

are no more input entries, it is written to
disk and then cleared.

3. We note down the current file offset (as used
for writing) as the “next generation offset”. We
seek back to the current generation offset, and
begin reading through the nodes until we reach
the next generation offset, obtaining an in-order
sequence of all nodes in the current generation
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Figure 2: Illustration of the “all but leaves” caching strat-
egy. Filled nodes are kept in memory, unfilled ones are
left on disk. The maximal branching factor is 3 here (as
compared to 127 in our trees).

(initially all leaf nodes). The sequence is read
in lazily.

4. If this sequence is shorter than the number of
entries in a node, it is used to construct the root
node, which is then written to disk, and the pro-
cess returns.

5. Otherwise, we repeat the process from the sec-
ond step, with the following value replace-
ments:
• The next generation offset becomes the

new current generation offset.
• Each node read in from the file generates a

new “input entry”, with the key of the first
entry of the node as the key, and the file
offset pointing to the node as the value.

In our development environment this task cur-
rently takes around 283 minutes.

5 Using the indexing structure

5.1 Initialization and caching

The dictionary is loaded into a Judy array in RAM.
The unigram counts are loaded into an integer array.

Finally, the upper levels of the trees are loaded
into memory to be used as a cache. Since it is pos-
sible with only 3.3 GB of RAM, we recommend
caching all nodes that are not leaves, as seen in
Figure 2. Since we use broad trees, the number of
leaves we can reach is relatively large compared to
the number of internal nodes we need to cache.

5.2 Performing a query

The querying machinery assumes that queries are
formulated in terms of integer tokens, and offers
an interface to the dictionary so the caller can per-
form this transformation. This enables the caller to
reuse integer mappings over multiple queries, and

leaves the querying system loosely coupled to the
application-specific preprocessing.

When a query arrives, all the tokens are first
mapped to integers (using preprocessing and/or a
dictionary). If this process fails for any token, the
query returns early with frequency zero.

Otherwise, a conventional B-tree lookup is per-
formed. This entails performing a binary search
through the children of each node (with the value of
each node considered as the value of its first entry,
with entries in leaves identified by keys). In an in-
ternal node, after such a search, the node which has
been located is loaded (from disk or memory cache)
and the process repeats. In a leaf, it is checked
whether the match found is exact, returning either
its associated frequency value or 0 accordingly.

Empirically we have found usage of lseek(2)
and read(2) to be the most performant way to per-
form the disk reads practically. For threaded appli-
cations mmap(2) may be more appropriate, as our
method would require synchronization.

6 Performance

6.1 Testing setup

The development environment referred to else-
where, A, is a high-performance computer with four
eight-core 2.2GHz CPUs, 256 GB of RAM, and a
number of 10 000 RPM hard disk drives. We also
tested on B which is the same system augmented
with 500 GB of solid state storage, and C which is
an off-the-shelf PC with 8 GB of RAM, a 7200 RPM
HDD and a single 2.93GHz CPU.

In development and preliminary testing, however,
we discovered that the impact of disk caching made
straightforward time measurements misleading. As
seen in Figure 3, these measurements tended to be
drastically affected by accumulation of large parts
of the disk structure into cache, and as such showed
ever-decreasing query times.

However, we have also observed that the required
random disk access (a potentially “far” seek, fol-
lowed by a read) dominates all other factors in the
querying process in terms of cost. Our performance
in terms of required random read accesses need not
be measured: as noted in Subsection 5.1 we use
a caching strategy which makes it self-evident that
exactly one read access is required per query. Our
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Figure 3: A test run of around 10 000 000 queries in
A, illustrating how caching distorts timing information in
lengthy tests. The wide line is cumulative average, the
narrow one query-time average for the last 1 000 queries.
The test run does not reach the stable state of a fully
cached file.

performance testing, then, focuses on justifying our
assertion that random disk access time is dominant.
With this shown, we will have justified random-disk-
access-count as a valid way to measure performance,
and thus established our chief result.

We generated lists of test queries from the 1T data
set with the same distribution as the preprocessed
and merged entries in our structure.

6.2 Results

Table 1 shows measurements of time required for
queries vs. time required to read a random leaf node
(selected from a uniform distribution) without any
querying logic. The random-read tests were inter-
leaved with the querying tests, alternating batches
of 100 queries with batches of 100 random reads.
This process was chosen to avoid distorting factors
such as differences in fragmentation and size of the
area of the disk being read, memory available and
used for caching it, as well as variable system load
over time.

As can be seen in Table 1, the measurements in-
dicate that time per random read times number of
random reads is a very good approximation for time
per query. The querying overhead seems to be on
the order of 15µs, which is around 5% of the time
per node access on the SSD, and less than 0.2% of
the access time on the hard drives. It seems justi-
fied to measure the performance of our system by
random disk access count.

N µR µQ σ|Q−R|

A 10 6 089.41 6 069.55 260.05
A 100 6 135.54 6 149.60 640.05
A 1 000 6 094.83 6 097.82 477.35
B 10 299.50 313.59 11.09
B 100 298.43 317.14 15.02
B 1 000 308.39 326.00 9.62
C 10 14 763.60 14 924.81 818.90
C 100 14 763.11 14 769.24 634.99
C 1 000 14 776.43 14 708.51 817.47

Table 1: Performance measurements. N is test size, in
batches of 100 queries and 100 random node-reads. All
measurements in µs. µQ is mean time to make a test
query. µR is mean time to read a random leaf node.
σ|Q−R| is the sample standard deviation for the difference
Qi −Ri between corresponding samples. (By definition,
µ|Q−R| = µQ − µR.)

Tree breadth 127
Caching strategy All but leaves
Total memory use 3.3 GB
Disk accesses per search 1
Leaf size 2 923 bytes
Generation time 431 minutes

Table 2: Vital numbers for our implementation. Genera-
tion time is based on adding up the measured wall-clock
times reported elsewhere and is of course dependent on
our development environment.

We have justified our central assertion that our in-
dexing structure can answer queries using exactly
one random disk access per query, as well as the un-
derlying assumption that this is a meaningful way to
measure its performance. The performance of our
system on any particular hardware can then be es-
timated from the time the system uses for normal
random disk accesses.

In terms of random reads per search, our result
is clearly the best worst-case result achievable with-
out loading the entire data set into memory: a single
disk read (well below the size of a disk sector on
a modern disk) per search. Naturally, further im-
provements could still be made in average-case per-
formance, as well as in achieving equivalent results
while using less resources.

The disk space required for the lookup structure
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Wildcarding 2 3 4 5 Total
Full 3.6 23 80 221 327
None 3.4 15 24 24 65

Table 3: Disk space, in gigabytes, required for trees with
and without wildcarding, by n and in total.

as a whole is summarized in Table 3. The full tree set
with full wildcarding requires 327 GB. Wildcarding
greatly affects the distribution of the entries: before
wildcarding, the 4-grams are in fact more numerous
than the 5-grams. Many real applications would not
require full wildcarding capabilities.

7 Application adaptation and future work

Our method may be improved in several ways, leav-
ing avenues open for future work.

Firstly and most importantly, it is natural to at-
tempt applying our indexing structure to a real task.
The work of Bansal and Klein (2011) has served as
a motivating example. Implementing their method
with “on-line” lookup would be a natural next step.

For other researchers who wish to use our in-
dexing machinery, it has been made available as
free software and may be retrieved at http://
github.com/svk/lib1tquery.

If wildcarding is not required, a lowering of stor-
age and memory requirements can be achieved by
disabling it. This will reduce storage costs to about
21.52% or around 75 GB (and memory require-
ments approximately proportionally). Generaliz-
ing from this, if only certain kinds of wildcarded
queries will be performed, similar benefits can be
achieved by certain kinds of wildcarded (or even
non-wildcarded) queries. For instance, less than
40% of the structure would suffice to perform the
queries used by Bansal and Klein (2011).

Disk and memory efficiency could be improved
by applying compression techniques to the nodes,
though this is a balancing act as it would also in-
crease computational load.

Furthermore, performance could be increased by
using a layered approach that would be able to re-
solve some queries without accessing the disk at all.
This is more feasible for an application where infor-
mation is available about the approximate distribu-
tion of the coming queries.
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Abstract

This paper discusses a method for identifying
diabetes symptoms and conditions in free text
electronic health records in Bulgarian. The
main challenge is to automatically recognise
phrases and paraphrases for which no ”canon-
ical forms” exist in any dictionary. The fo-
cus is on extracting blood sugar level and
body weight change which are some of the
dominant factors when diagnosing diabetes.
A combined machine-learning and rule-based
approach is applied. The experiment is per-
formed on 2031 sentences of diabetes case his-
tory. The F-measure varies between 60 and
96% in the separate processing phases.

1 Introduction

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are a rich source
of information regarding patient’s health condition
and treatment over time but they often exist as free
text only. Currently great efforts are put into struc-
turing such data and making them available for fur-
ther automatic processing, the so-called secondary
use of EHRs. Following this line of work in this
paper we present a pilot study for extracting con-
dition descriptions from EHRs in Bulgarian with the
help of NLP techniques thus making a step toward
the structuring of the free text. The specificity of
the EHRs as a combination of biomedical termi-
nology in an underresourced language and a source
of valuable health-care data makes them attractive
for various medical and language research tasks.
We present an algorithm which comprises machine
learning (ML) techniques and rule-based analysis to

automatically identify phrases and paraphrases, for
which no ”canonical forms” exist in any dictionary,
with minimal effort. We analyse anonymous EHRs
of patients diagnosed with diabetes.

We focus on extracting the levels of blood sugar
and body weight change (examples are given in ta-
ble 1) which are some of the dominant factors when
diagnosing diabetes but we believe this approach can
extend to recognise also other symptoms or medica-
tion expressions which have similar record structure.
We extract information which is on one hand very
important for the professionals and on the other hand
not directly observable in a collection of unstruc-
tured documents because of its composite mean-
ing. In Bulgarian EHRs laboratory data is some-
times present inline in the text only and means for
extracting such information from the plain text mes-
sage are often needed.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2
presents related studies, section 4 describes the
method, and section 3 the experiments. The results
are given in section 5 and the conclusion in section 6.

2 Related Work

There are several successful systems for identifying
patient characteristics and health conditions, mostly
in English documents. The one presented by Savova
et al. (2008) solves the task of identifying the smok-
ing status of patients by accurately classifying in-
dividual sentences from the patient records. They
achieve F-measure 85.57. One of the limitations is
the lack of negation detection. Similarly to their ap-
proach our source documents are decomposed into
sentences which are to be classified. The symptom
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descriptions are short and always written within a
single sentence, therefore it is important to filter out
the irrelevant sentences. We employ ML techniques
and rule-based analysis and in addition deal with
negation detection.

Harkema et al. (2009) presents an algorithm
called ConText, which determines whether clinical
conditions mentioned in clinical reports are negated,
hypothetical, historical, or experienced by someone
other than the patient. The system is entirely rule-
based and infers the status of a condition from sim-
ple lexical clues occurring in the context of the con-
dition. This algorithm proves successful in process-
ing different clinical report types with F-measure for
negation (75-95%), historical (22-84%), hypotheti-
cal (86-96%) and experiencer (100%) depending on
the report types. Our work rests on a similar idea –
we prepare a set of vocabularies which are learned
from data and are used for determining the scope of
the expressions of interest but we focus on extracting
health conditions, their status, values and negation.

Negation is one of the most important features to
be recognized in medical texts. There is a work for
Bulgarian by Boytcheva (2005) which specifically
tackles the negation by the presence of triggering ex-
pression as we do too.

Many systems implement isolated condition iden-
tification and rarely complete semantic model of
all conditions, e.g. MedLEE (Friedman, 1994),
MEDSYNDIKATE (Hahn, 2002) etc. identify the
status condition and also modifying information like
anatomic location, negation, change over time. In
Boytcheva et al. (2010) the authors extract from Bul-
garian EHRs the status of the patient skin, limbs, and
neck with thyroid gland with high accuracy.

3 Experimental Data

Source Data This work is done on free text EHRs
of diabetic patients submitted by the Endocrinol-
ogy Hospital of the Medical University in Sofia.
The health conditions are written in the case history
which describes the diabetes development, compli-
cations, their corresponding treatment, etc. Symp-
tom descriptions are written within a single sen-
tence (sometimes other symptoms are described in
the same sentence too) as shown in table 1.

Our training corpus is a subset of anamnesis sen-

Ex. 1. Pri izsledvane kr�vnata zahar e bila -
14 mmol/l. (After examination the blood sugar was
- 14 mmol/l.)

Ex. 2. Postypva po povod na poliuriqno-
polidipsiqen sindrom, redukci� na tegloto i
ketoacidoza. (Enters hospital because of polyuria-
polydipsia syndrome, weight reduction and ketoacido-
sis.)

Table 1: Examples of symptom descriptions.

tences regarding only symptom descriptions. It is
annotated with symptom type on sentence level and
with symptom description on token level. These are
excerpts from from 100 epicrises. All sentences are
marked with class ”bs” (blood sugar), ”bwc” (body
weight change) or another symptom. The sentences
that describe more symptoms have more than one la-
bel. These data was used for learning the rules and
the vocabularies. The experimental/test dataset con-
sists of 2031 anamnesis sentences annotated with
symptoms. The documents are manually sentence
split and automatically tokenized. To overcome the
inflexion and gain a wider coverage of the rules we
also use stemmed forms (Nakov, 2010).

Vocabularies The algorithm relies on a set of spe-
cific vocabularies manually built from the anno-
tated training set. We build a Focal Term Vocab-
ulary which contains words and phrases signalling
the presence of the health condition description (e.g.
”glycemic control”, ”hypoglycemia” etc.). It is used
for defining the condition in phase 2. All single
words which appear in this vocabulary except for the
stop words form the so called Key Term Vocabulary
used in the phase 1 classification task.

There are two vocabularies containing border
terms: one with rightmost context border expres-
sions (Right Border Vocabulary); and one with left
border expressions (Left Border Vocabulary). These
are conjunctions and phrases separating the blood
sugar level description from another observation
preceding it. Both vocabularies are sorted in de-
scending order by the probability of occurrence as-
sociated with each expression as border term.

A Vocabulary of Negation Expressions is also
compiled as well as a Vocabulary of Condition
Statuses (e.g. ”good”, ”bad”, ”increased” etc.).
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4 Methodology

We aim at identifying health conditions in the EHR
case history. The problem can be broken down into
the following subtasks: Phase 1: identify the rele-
vant sentences; Phase 2: identify the condition and
its status; Phase 3: identify the values related to the
symptom of interest - mmol/l, kg etc.; Phase 4: iden-
tify negation; Phase 5: identify the scope of the de-
scription - match left and right border terms.

Two experiments for accomplishing phase 1 have
been carried out: a rule-based one and ML-based
one. In the ML setting we train a binary classifica-
tion algorithm. We experiment with 3 feature sets:
(i) all tokens in the corpus; (ii) the tokens from Key
Term Vocabulary and (iii) restricted subset of the
Key Term Vocabulary. In all cases each sentence
is considered a document and each document fea-
ture vector contains the following boolean values for
each feature: the feature value is true iff the docu-
ment contains the corresponding token from the fea-
ture set, otherwise it is false. In this setting we use
the experimental corpus which we split in folds for
training and testing and the vocabularies which are
learned from the training corpus.

In the rule-based experiment, we construct light-
weight regular expressions that match symptom de-
scriptions in the training set. We model them in con-
text window of up to 5-7 tokens to the left and right
of the focal terms depending on the kind of expres-
sion. When composing the rules like in figure 1 we
introduce new links between tokens which are not
subsequent in the training dataset, if the newly cre-
ated token sequences would be meaningful focal ex-
pressions. The black edges are obtained from the
training corpus and the dashed grey one is manually
added. This approach would not harm any identifi-
cation procedure because it can match only an ex-
isting sequence in the target text therefore we can
only benefit from such augmented rules. Moreover
these rules are crafted for stemmed text which par-
tially overcomes the morphological agreement prob-
lem (Bulgarian is a highly inflective language) thus
they have wider coverage on the possible signalling
words (see table 2). The sentences matching these
rules are passed to phase 2.

кръвнит? захар
blood sugar

висок

сутреш

много

morning

high

very
висок

Figure 1: Adding new edges between tokens.

kr�vn[ai](t)? zahar (the blood sugar)

((nezadovolitelen) OR (dob�r) OR (lox)

OR (otliq)) (glikemiq kontrol) (not satisfactory
OR good OR bad OR excellent glycemic control)

Table 2: Phase 1 rules after stemming.

At phase 2 the condition status is recognised. The
blood sugar level is most often cited as low, high
or normal and could be also bad or good, body
weight can be increased or decreased. The context
words which signal the status of the condition appear
on the left side of the focal terms, such as: s vi-
soki sto$inosti na kr. zahar (with high values of
the blood sugar); lox glikemiqen kontrol (bad
glycemic control).

Phase 3 analysis is related to the dynamic exten-
sion of the right context of the analysed expression
in order to cover all necessary attributes. At this
phase we aim at identifying the value of the blood
sugar test if there is such. The values of this test are
given in various ways – as an interval of values; as
a maximal value reached during some period or a
concrete value. At this step we apply rules matching
vocabulary words signalling the type of value rep-
resentation e.g. me�du (between); do (up to); nad
(above); okolo (around).

When the algorithm recognises a word signalling
interval value representation such as me�du (be-
tween), it takes action to expand the right context
to the next two numbers and measuring unit af-
ter the second one, but with no more than 7 to-
kens. If the numbers fall out of this 7-token window
they are ignored and the value identification algo-
rithm fails. We determined the 7-token window ex-
perimentally by analysing the training set of EHRs
where often verbs expressing temporality are con-
necting/separating the focal terms from the ones de-
scribing lab test values (as shown in table 3).
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kr�vnozaharna sto$inost do 10-11 mmol/l

(bloodsugar level up to 10-11 mmol/l)
sto$inostite na kr�vnata zahar sa bili (me�du

4 i 6,5 mmol/l) (level of the blood sugar has been
between 4) (and 6,5 mmol/l)

Table 3: Recognition of lab test values.

In phase 4 we recognise negation. We observe
only limited occurrences of negations in the text.
This is due to the fact that in Bulgarian prac-
tice mostly medical conditions with pathological
changes are described. The expressions signalling
negation appear on the left context of the phrases
marked at phase 1 and they modify the expres-
sions identified at phase 2. Some examples are:
ne s�obwava za... (does not inform about...); ne
[mnogo] visoki sto$inosti na ... (not [very] high
values of...).

Phase 5 identifies the symptom description scope.
It is determined by the context words which signal
the beginning of the expression, its ending and the
already identified attributes. The expression of in-
terest either starts at the beginning of the sentence or
follows another description and conjunctions. The
end of the expression is either coinciding with the
end of the sentence, or is signalled by a value of the
blood sugar test, or a description of another symp-
tom (see table 4). The border identification rules
are applied on the right and on the left of the al-
ready identified attributes starting from the rule hav-
ing highest probability and continue in descending
order until a match is found. If no match is found in
7-token context window the right border is consid-
ered the right most token of the current expression
and the left border of the expression is either the first
token of the focal term or negation of the expression
or status of the condition.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Phase 1 - Rules vs ML

The evaluation of our approach is performed from
several different perspectives. We compare text clas-
sification versus rule-based approach at phase 1. In
the ML setting each input document (meaning each
sentence) has a boolean feature vector representing
the presence of each token of the feature set in that

Beginning of expressions of interest
pri kr�vna zahar... (with blood sugar...)
na fona na lox glikemiqen kontrol... (on the
background of bad glycemic control...)
s visoki sto$inosti na kr�vnata zahar... (with
high values of the blood sugar...)

Ending of expressions of interest
...kr�vna zahar - 14 mmol/l. (...blood sugar - 14
mmol/l.)
...lox glikemiqen kontrol i ketoacidoza.

(...bad clycemic control and ketoacidosis.)

Table 4: Beginning and ending of expressions.

sentence. The concrete attribute position xi is false
if the sentence does not contain the corresponding
feature token and is true if it contains it.

The applied classification algorithm is a standard
J48 decision tree which we consider appropriate,
given the fact we supply binary data (Visa et al.,
2007). We used Weka Data Mining Software (Hall,
2007) for performing the tests. The results with best
settings are shown in table 5.

To achieve these results we did several experi-
ments on the test set, using the features selected
from the training set. The initial test was done
with a feature set comprising all tokens in the text
collection except for stop words. The achieved F-
measure was about 82 in 10-fold cross-validation, to
89% in isolated experiments and up to 92% on bal-
anced datasets. The precision was as high as 92%
and the recall varying from 73 to 85% in the dif-
ferent symptoms. In the second round the feature
set contained only tokens from the Key Term Vo-
cabulary. This boosted up the classification perfor-
mance to 90% F-measure for blood sugar and body
weight change. When we restricted the feature space
once again leaving only the most significant symp-
tom words in the feature space the performance was
about 89% F-measure. In all cases the precision var-
ied about 92-94%, and up to 98% when classifying
blood sugar level with the full keyword set, which
is encouraging. At that time the recall was about
75% in blood sugar identification and this could be
explained with the highly imbalanced dataset. Only
about 20% of the sentences were blood sugar related
and 6% body weight change related. These results
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Method % Precision Recall F-measure
J48 bs 22 feat. 94.80 80.00 86.80
J48 bwc 16 feat. 94.30 85.30 89.60
Rule-based bs 96.40 90.00 93.09
Rule-based bwc 98.50 92.00 95.14

Table 5: Level 1 evaluation. ML vs Rule-based best per-
formance.

Phase Precision Recall F-measure
Blood sugar (bc)
Ph.1 Focus 96.4 90.0 93.09
Ph.2 Status 91 45.5 60.6
Ph.3 Values 88.9 77.8 83
Ph.4 Neg. 96.3 94.2 95.2
Ph.5 Scope 97 96 96.5
Body weight change (bwc)
Ph.1 Focus 96.6 90.6 93.5
Ph.2 Status 86.2 78.1 82
Ph.3 Values 87.5 70 77.8
Ph.4 Neg. NA NA NA
Ph.5 Scope 82.7 75 78.7

Table 6: Rule performance by level

show that even without introducing domain knowl-
edge and using the full feature space the positive out-
put predictions are reliable. SVM classification was
also tested but it was outperformed by J48.

Table 5 shows that the precision of the rule-based
approach is higher than the one obtained by auto-
matic classification. However during the error anal-
ysis we noticed that in the rule-based setting some
true positives were wrongly classified as such be-
cause they matched non symptom related expres-
sions in sentences where the symptoms occur and re-
spectively are annotated as positive. In means of pre-
cision both approaches differ only in about 2 points
which invokes the assumption that they are compa-
rable to each other and could be used as alternatives
for experiments on a larger scale even without in-
corporating domain knowledge, especially in such
a task where the accuracy of the extraction is more
important than the coverage.

5.2 Phase by Phase Evaluation

Results from the separate phases of rule-based anal-
ysis are shown in table 6.

At phase 2 the tokens available in the training set
are completely recognised; there is a group of to-
kens which are not available in the training set, but
during the phase 1 processing fall into the scope of
the expression of interest. These ones are included
to the condition description without having assigned
any status class. Tokens may not be identified for
two reasons – they are not available in the training
set or they are misplaced (e.g. the target adjective is
following the focal expression instead of preceding
it, as it happens in all training set examples). 45%
of the attributes expressing blood sugar status are
recognised and 78.1% espressing body weight. Al-
though the recall for blood sugar seems to be low at
this phase, the result is actually good because dur-
ing the error analysis we found out that 60% of the
tokens which were not identified were equivalent.

At phase 3 the main problem for value recogni-
tion were the alphanumerical expressions of lab test
values which occur comparatively rare and have a
wide range of spelling variants (and errors). Thus
few extraction errors have high influence on the pre-
cision. This problem can be easily overcome by pre-
generating a list of alphanumeric expressions and
their variations. The negation at phase 4 was recog-
nised with high accuracy.

At phase 5 all scope problems for blood sugar re-
lated expressions are resolved successfully except
for one. The interval describing the value of the
blood sugar was written as ”ot 12 mmol/l do 14
mmol/l” (from 12 mmol/l to 14 mmol/l) instead of
”from 12 to 14 mmol/l” like all such examples in
the training set. This lead to wrongly recognised
right border and only partial recognition of the blood
sugar level value. However this issue could be eas-
ily overcome by extending the recognition rules with
additional ”cosmetic” clauses for processing of al-
phanumeric values as suggested above. It would be
helpful for recognition of any symptom to add new
lexical alternations and paraphrases in addtion to the
stemmed forms in the regex. Our approach is com-
pletely driven by the training set analysis because
our goal is to see how far do we get on that base.

The extension of the rules as shown on figure 1
helped identifying blood sugar descriptions twice.
We believe that such extensions in feature will have
higher impact on a larger scale experiment.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a unified approach to the recogni-
tion of medical descriptions with composite mean-
ing, which are represented by a wide range of para-
phrases in the free EHR texts in Bulgarian. The re-
sults show a relatively high precision in identifying
health condition descriptions in the EHR texts. This
was achieved with the use of shallow rules and mi-
nor additional effort to extend the rules coverage -
stemming of the source documents and adding new
meaningful links to the rules where possible. The
sentence identification task has nearly the same ac-
curacy in terms of precision when performed with a
binary J48 classifier and with the rule-based phase 1
analysis even without incorporating key terms in the
classification. These results give an insight into the
possibilities of a further usage of automatic classifi-
cation for such tasks, due to its flexibility.

As a follow up to this study we will try to gener-
alise this algorithm to a more abstract level so that
it can be transferable for the identification of other
health conditions, medication etc. We will also put
effort in the automatic extraction of symptom identi-
fication rules by analysing the classification predic-
tions and the corresponding document feature vec-
tors.
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Abstract

This paper seeks to quantitatively evaluate the
degree to which a number of popular met-
rics provide overlapping information to parser
designers. Two routine tasks are considered:
optimizing a machine learning regularization
parameter and selecting an optimal machine
learning feature set. The main result is that the
choice of evaluation metric used to optimize
these problems (with one exception among
popular metrics) has little effect on the solu-
tion to the optimization.

1 Introduction

The question of how best to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a parser has received considerable atten-
tion. Numerous metrics have been proposed, and
their relative merits have been debated. In this pa-
per, we seek to quantitatively evaluate the degree to
which a number of popular metrics provide overlap-
ping information for two concrete subtasks of the
parser design problem.

The motivation for this study was to confirm our
suspicion that parsing models that performed well
under one metric were likely to perform well un-
der other metrics, thereby validating the widespread
practice of using just a single metric when conduct-
ing research on improving parser performance. Our
results are cautiously optimistic on this front.1

We use the problem of selecting the best per-
former from a large space of varied but related parse

1Note that we are not suggesting that these metrics provide
redundant information for other uses, e.g. predicting utility for
any particular downstream task.

disambiguation models (“parsers” henceforth) as the
setting for our study. The parsers are all conditional
log-linear disambiguators with quadratic regulariza-
tion, coupled to the English Resource Grammar
(ERG) (Flickinger, 2000), a broad-coverage HPSG-
based hand-built grammar of English. Analyses
from the ERG consist of a syntax tree together with
an underspecified logical formula called an MRS
(Copestake et al., 2005).

The parsers differ from each other along two di-
mensions: the feature templates employed, and the
degree of regularization used. There are 57 differ-
ent sets of traditional and novel feature templates
collecting a variety of syntactic and semantic data
about candidate ERG analyses. For each set of fea-
ture templates, parsers were trained with 41 different
values for the quadratic regularization parameter, for
a total of 2337 different parsers.

The WeScience Treebank of about 9100 sentences
(Ytrestøl et al., 2009) was used both for training and
testing the parsers, with 10-fold cross validation.

We break down the problem of selecting the best
parser into two tasks. The first task is to identify
the optimal value for the regularization parameter
for each set of feature templates. The second task
is to compare the different sets of feature templates
to each other, considering only the optimal value of
the regularization parameter for each, and select the
overall best. We attack each task with each of 14
metrics, and discuss the results.

2 Prior Work

Comparisons of parser metrics have been under-
taken in the past. Carroll et al (1998) describe a
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broad range of parser evaluation metrics, and com-
ment on their advantages and disadvantages, but do
not offer a quantitative comparison. A number of pa-
pers such as Clark and Curran (2007) have explored
the difficulty of parser comparison across different
underlying formalisms.

Crouch et al (2002) compare two variant
dependency-based metrics in some detail on a single
LFG-based parsing model, concluding that despite
some differences in the metrics’ strategies, they of-
fer similar views on the performance of their parser.

The literature specifically seeking to quantita-
tively compare a broad range of metrics across a
large array of parsers is small. Emms (2008) de-
scribes the tree-distance metric and compares the
rankings induced by several variants of that met-
ric and PARSEVAL on a collection of six statisti-
cal parsers, finding broad compatibility, but observ-
ing frequent disagreement about the relative ranks
of two parsers whose scores were only marginally
different.

3 Metrics

In our setup, the overall score a metric assigns to
a parser is the average of the scores awarded for
the parser’s analyses of each sentence in the tree-
bank (termed macro-averaging, in contrast to micro-
averaging which is also common). For sentences
where the parser selects several candidate analyses
as tied best analyses, the actual metric score used is
the average value of the metric applied to the differ-
ent tied best analyses. Fourteen metrics are consid-
ered:

• Exact Tree Match (ETM) (Toutanova et al.,
2005) - 100% if the returned tree is identical
to the gold tree, and 0% otherwise.

• Exact MRS Match (EMM) - 100% if the re-
turned MRS is equivalent to the gold MRS, and
0% otherwise.

• Average Crossing Brackets (AXB) - the num-
ber of brackets (constituents) in the returned
tree that overlap incompatibly with some
bracket in the gold tree. Sign-inverted for com-
parability to the other metrics.

• Zero Crossing Brackets (ZXB) - 100% if the
AXB score is 0, and 0% otherwise.

• Labeled PARSEVAL (LP) (Abney et al., 1991)
- the harmonic mean (F1) of the precision and
recall for comparing the set of labeled brack-
ets in the returned tree with the set of labeled
brackets in the gold tree. Labels are rule names.

• Unlabeled PARSEVAL (UP) - identical to LP,
except ignoring the labels on the brackets.

• Labeled Syntactic Dependencies (LSD) (Buch-
holz and Marsi, 2006) - the F1 for comparing
the sets of directed bilexical syntactic depen-
dencies extracted from the returned and gold
trees, labeled by the rule name that joins the
dependent to the dependee.

• Unlabeled Syntactic Dependencies (USD) -
identical to LSD, except ignoring the labels.

• Labeled Elementary Dependencies (LED) - the
F1 for comparing the sets of elementary depen-
dency triples (Oepen and Lønning, 2006) ex-
tracted from the returned and gold MRS. These
annotations are similar in spirit to those used in
the PARC 700 Dependency Bank (King et al.,
2003) and other semantic dependency evalua-
tion schemes.

• Unlabeled Elementary Dependencies (UED) -
identical to LED, except ignoring all labeling
information other than the input positions in-
volved.

• Leaf Ancestor (LA) (Sampson and Babarczy,
2003) - the average of the edit distances be-
tween the paths through the returned and gold
trees from root to each leaf.

• Lexeme Name Match (LNM) - the percentage
of input words parsed with the gold lexeme2.

• Part-of-Speech Match (POS) - the percentage
of input words parsed with the gold part of
speech.

• Node Count Match (NCM) - 100% if the gold
and returned trees have exactly the same num-
ber of nodes, and 0% otherwise.

2In the ERG, lexemes are detailed descriptions of the syn-
tactic and semantic properties of individual words. There can
be multiple candidate lexemes for each word with the same part
of speech.
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Figure 1: ETM for “pcfg baseline”

Note that the last three metrics are not commonly
used in parser evaluation, and we have no reason
to expect them to be particularly informative. They
were included for variety – in a sense serving as con-
trols, to see how informative a very unsophisticated
metric can be.

4 Optimizing the Regularization
Parameter

The first half of our problem is: given a set of fea-
ture templates T , determine the optimal value for the
regularization parameter λ. We interpret the word
“optimal” relative to each of our 14 metrics. This is
quite straightforward: to optimize relative to metric
µ, we simply evaluate µ(M(T, λ)) for each value of
λ, where M(T, λ) is a parser trained using feature
templates T and regularization parameter λ, and de-
clare the value of λ yielding the greatest value of
µ the winner. Figure 1 shows values of the ETM
as a function of the regularization parameter λ for
T = “pcfg baseline”3; as can easily be seen, the op-
timal value is approximately λ̂µ = 2.

We are interested in how λ̂µ varies with different
choices of µ. Figure 2 shows all 14 metrics as func-
tions of λ for the same T = “pcfg baseline.” The
actual scores from the metrics vary broadly, so the
vertical axes of the superimposed plots have been
rescaled to allow for easier comparison.

A priori we might expect the optimal λ̂µ to be

3Note that we are not actually considering a PCFG here; in-
stead we are looking at a conditional log-linear model whose
features are shaped like PCFG configurations.
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Figure 2: Z-scores for all metrics for “pcfg baseline”

quite different for different µ, but this does not turn
out to be the case. The curves for all of the met-
rics peak in roughly the same place, with one no-
ticeable outlier (AXB). The actual peak4 regulariza-
tion parameters for the 14 metrics were all in the
range [1.8, 3.9] except for the outlier AXB, which
was 14.8.

Relative to the range under consideration, the op-
timal regularization parameters can be seen by in-
spection to depend very little on the metric. Near the
optima, the graphs are all quite flat, and we calcu-
lated that by choosing the optimal regularization pa-
rameter according to any of the metrics (with the ex-
ception of the outlier AXB), the maximum increase
in error rate visible through the other metrics was
1.6%. If we ignore LNM, POS and NCM (the non-
standard metrics we included for variety) in addition
to AXB, the maximum increase in error rate result-
ing from using an alternate metric to optimize the
regularization parameter drops to 0.41%.

“pcfg baseline” is just one of 57 sets of feature
templates. However, the situation is essentially the
same with each of the remaining 56. The average
maximum error rate increase observed across all of
the sets of feature templates when optimizing on any
metric (including AXB, LNM, POS and NCM) was
2.54%; on the worst single set of feature templates it
was 6.7%. Excluding AXB, the average maximum
error rate increase was 1.7%. Additionally exclud-

4Due to noisiness near the tops of the graphs, the reported
optimum regularization parameters are actually the averages of
the best 3 values. We attribute the noise to the limited size of
our corpus.
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ing LNM, POS and NCM it was 0.81%.
Given the size of the evaluation corpus we are

using, the significance of an error rate increase of
0.81% is very marginal. We conclude that, at least
in circumstances similar to ours, the choice of met-
ric used to optimize regularization parameters is not
important, provided we avoid AXB and the variety
metrics LNM, POS and NCM.

5 Choosing a Set of Feature Templates

The second half of our problem is: given a col-
lection T of different sets of feature templates, se-
lect the optimal performer. Again, we interpret
the word “optimal” relative to each of our 14 met-
rics, and the selection is straightforward: given
a metric µ, we first form a set of parsers P =
{M(T, arg maxλ µ(M(T, λ))) : T ∈ T } and then
select arg maxp∈P µ(p). That is, we train parsers
using the µ-optimal regularization parameter for
each T ∈ T , and then select the µ-optimal parser
from that set.

In our experiments, all 14 of the metrics ranked
the same set of feature templates as best.

It is also interesting to inspect the order that each
metric imposes on P . There was some disagree-
ment between the metrics about this order. We com-
puted pairwise Spearman rank correlations coeffi-
cients5 for the different metrics. As with the task
of choosing a regularization parameter, the metrics
AXB, LNM, POS and NCM were outliers. The av-
erage pairwise Spearman rank correlation exclud-
ing these metrics was 0.859 and the minimum was
0.761.

An alternate method of quantifying the degree of
agreement is described below.

5.1 Epsila

Consider two metrics µ : P 7→ R and ρ : P 7→ R.
Assume for simplicity that for both µ and ρ, larger
values are better and 100 is perfect. If x, y ∈ P
then the error rate reduction from y to x under µ
is µ∗(x, y) = µ(x)−µ(y)

100−µ(y) . Let εµ,ρ be the smallest
number such that ∀x, y ∈ P : µ∗(x, y) > εµ,ρ ⇒

5The Spearman rank correlation coefficient of two metrics
is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient of the ranks the
metrics assign to the elements of P . It takes values between−1
and 1, with larger values indicating higher ranking agreement.

ρ∗(x, y) > 0. Informally, this says for all pairs of
parsers x and y, if x is at least εµ,ρ better than y when
evaluated under µ, then we are guaranteed that x is
at least a tiny bit better than y when evaluated under
ρ. For an unrestricted domain of parsers, we are not
guaranteed that such epsila exist or are small enough
to be interesting. However, since our P is finite, we
can find an ε that will provide the required property
at least within P .

εµ,ρ serves as a measure of how similar µ and ρ
are: if εµ,ρ is small, then small improvements seen
under µ will be visible as improvements under ρ,
whereas if εµ,ρ is large, then small improvements
seen under µ may in fact be regressions when evalu-
ating with ρ.

We computed pairwise epsila for our 14 metrics.
A large portion of pairwise epsila were around 5%,
with some being considerably smaller or larger.

5.2 Clustering
In order to make sense of the idea that these ep-
sila provide a similarity measure, we applied Quality
Threshold clustering (Heyer et al., 1999) to discover
maximal clusters of metrics within which all pair-
wise epsila are smaller than a given threshold. Small
thresholds produce many small clusters, while larger
thresholds produce fewer, larger clusters.

At a 1% threshold, almost all of the metrics form
singleton clusters; that is, a 1% error rate reduction
on any given metric is generally not enough to guar-
antee that any other metrics will see any error reduc-
tion at all. The exceptions were that {ETM, EMM}
formed a cluster, and {UED, LED} formed a cluster.

Increasing the threshold to 3%, a new cluster
{USD, LSD} forms (indicating that a 3% error rate
reduction in USD always is visible as some level
of error rate reduction in LSD, and vice versa), and
ZXB joins the {ETM, EMM} cluster.

By the time we reach a 5% threshold, the major-
ity (7 out of 11) of the “standard” parser evaluation
metrics have merged into a single cluster, consisting
of {ETM, EMM, ZXB, LA, LSD, UED, LED}. The
PARSEVAL metrics form a cluster of their own {UP,
LP}.

Increasing the threshold even more to 10% causes
10 out of 11 “standard” evaluation metrics to cluster
together; the only holdout is AXB (average number
of crossing brackets), which does not join the cluster
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Figure 3: Z-scores for all feature sets on the Y axis (one
line per feature set); different metrics on the X axis. The
“control” metrics and the outlier AXB are on the far right
end.

even at a 20% threshold.

5.3 Visualization

To qualitatively illustrate the degree of variation in
scores attributable to differences in metric as op-
posed to differences in feature sets, and the extent of
the metrics’ agreements in ranking the feature sets,
we plotted linearly rescaled scores from the metrics
(at their optimum regularization parameter value) in
two ways.

In Figure 3, the scores of each feature set are plot-
ted as a function of which metric is being used. To
the extent that the lines are horizontal, the metrics
provide identical information. To the extent that the
lines do not cross, the metrics agree about the rela-
tive ordering of the feature sets. Note that the three
control metrics and the outlier metric AXB are plot-
ted on the far right of the figure, and show signifi-
cantly more line crossings.

In Figure 4, the score from each metric is plot-
ted as a function of which feature set is being evalu-
ated, sorted in increasing order of the LP metric. As
can be seen, the increasing trend of the LP metric
is clearly mirrored in all the other metrics graphed,
although there is a degree of variability.

6 Conclusions

From both subtasks, we saw that the Average Cross-
ing Brackets metric (AXB) is a serious outlier. We
cannot say whether it provides complementary in-
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Figure 4: Z-scores for all metrics except AXB, LNM,
POS and NCM on the Y axis (one line per metric); dif-
ferent feature sets on the X axis.

formation or actually misleading information; in-
deed, that might depend on the nature of the down-
stream application.

We can say with confidence that for the subtask of
optimizing a regularization parameter, there is very
little difference between the popular metrics {ETM,
EMM, ZXB, LA, LP, UP, LSD, USD, LED, UED}.

For the subtask of choosing the optimal set of fea-
ture templates, there was even greater agreement: all
14 metrics arrived at the same result. Although they
did not impose the exact same rankings, the rankings
were similar. It is interesting (and entertaining) that
even the three “control” metrics (LNM, POS and
NCM) selected the same optimal feature set. It is
particularly surprising that even the absurdly simple
NCM metric, which does nothing but check whether
two trees have the same number of nodes, irrespec-
tive of their structure or labels, when averaged over
thousands of items, can identify the best feature set.

Our findings agree with (Crouch et al., 2002)’s
suggestion that different metrics can offer similar
views on error rate reduction.

Clustering based on epsila at the 5% and 10%
thresholds showed interesting insights as well. We
demonstrated that a 5% error rate reduction as seen
on any of {ETM, EMM, ZXB, LA, LSD, UED,
LED} is also visible from the others (although the
popular PARSEVAL metrics were outliers at this
threshold). This has the encouraging implication
that a decision made on the basis of strong evidence
from just one metric is not likely to be contradicted
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by evaluations by other metrics. However, we must
point out that the precise values of these thresholds
are dependent on our setup. They would likely be
larger if a significantly larger number of parsers or a
significantly more varied group of parsers were con-
sidered, and conversely would perhaps be smaller if
a larger evaluation corpus were used (reducing the
noise).

Our data only directly apply to the tasks of se-
lecting the value of the regularization parameter and
selecting feature templates for a conditional log-
likelihood model for parsing with the ERG. How-
ever, we expect the results to generalize at least to
similar tasks with other precision grammars, and
probably treebank-derived parsers as well. Explo-
ration of how well these results hold for other tasks
and for other types of parsers is an excellent subject
for future research.
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Abstract
Semantic relatedness, or its inverse, seman-
tic distance, measures the degree of close-
ness between two pieces of text determined by
their meaning. Related work typically mea-
sures semantics based on a sparse knowledge
base such as WordNet1 or CYC that requires
intensive manual efforts to build and main-
tain. Other work is based on the Brown cor-
pus, or more recently, Wikipedia. Wikipedia-
based measures, however, typically do not
take into account the rapid growth of that re-
source, which exponentially increases the time
to prepare and query the knowledge base. Fur-
thermore, the generalized knowledge domain
may be difficult to adapt to a specific domain.
To address these problems, this paper pro-
poses a domain-specific semantic relatedness
measure based on part of Wikipedia that ana-
lyzes course descriptions to suggest whether a
course can be transferred from one institution
to another. We show that our results perform
well when compared to previous work.

1 Introduction

Many NLP techniques have been adapted to the ed-
ucation field for building systems such as automated
scoring, intelligent tutoring, and learner cognition.
Few, however, address the identification of transfer
course equivalencies. A recent study by the Na-
tional Association for College Admission Counsel-
ing2 reveals that 1/3 of US college students trans-

1http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
2Special Report on the Transfer Admission Process:

http://www.nacacnet.org/research/research-data/Documents/
TransferFactSheet.pdf

fer to another institution. Correspondingly, Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Lowell (UML) accepts hun-
dreds of transfer students every year. Each trans-
fer course must be evaluated for credits by manually
comparing its course description to courses offered
at UML. This process is labor-intensive and highly
inefficient. There is a publicly available course
transfer dictionary which lists course numbers from
hundreds of institutions and their equivalent courses
at UML, but the data set is sparse, non-uniform,
and always out of date. External institutions cancel
courses, change course numbers, etc., and such in-
formation is virtually impossible to keep up to date
in the transfer dictionary. Furthermore, the transfer
dictionary does not list course descriptions. From
our experience, course descriptions change over the
years even when course numbers do not, and this of
course affect equivalencies.

This work proposes a domain-specific semantic
relatedness measure using Wikipedia that automat-
ically suggests whether two courses from different
institutions are equivalent by analyzing their course
descriptions. The goal is to assist transfer coordina-
tors by suggesting equivalent courses within a rea-
sonable amount of time on a standard laptop system.
Our model is a mapping function: f : (C1, C2) →
n, n ∈ [0, 1], where C1 is a Computer Science (CS)
course from an external institution, and C2 is a CS
course offered at UML. Output n is the semantic re-
latedness score, where a bigger value indicates C1

and C2 are more related. Each course description is
a short text passage:

• C1: [Analysis of Algorithms] Discusses basic methods
for designing and analyzing efficient algorithms empha-
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sizing methods used in practice. Topics include sorting,
searching, dynamic programming, greedy algorithms, ad-
vanced data structures, graph algorithms (shortest path,
spanning trees, tree traversals), matrix operations, string
matching, NP completeness.

• C2: [Computing III] Object-oriented programming.
Classes, methods, polymorphism, inheritance. Object-
oriented design. C++. UNIX. Ethical and social issues.

# nodes: 25

WordNet  [Root: synset(‘‘technology’’), #depth: 2]

# nodes: 3583

Wikipedia  [Centroid: ‘‘Category:Technology’’, #steps: 2]

Fragments of WordNet and Wikipedia Taxonomies

Figure 1. Fragments of WordNet 3.0 (top) and
English Wikipedia of 2011/7 (bottom) taxonomies.
The root/centroid node is shown in red.
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We choose Wikipedia as the knowledge base
due to its rich contents (Figure 1) and continu-
ously coalescent growth (Bounova, 2011). Although

Wikipedia was launched 10 years later, it grew much
faster than WordNet over the last decade (Figure 2).

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First,
we address the problem of domain-specific semantic
relatedness using Wikipedia. We propose a method
to suggest course equivalencies by computing se-
mantic relatedness among Computer Science course
descriptions. Our approach can be easily modified
for other majors and even other languages. Second,
we evaluate the correlation of our approach and a hu-
man judgment data set we built. Both accuracy and
correlation indicate that our approach outperforms
previous work.

2 Related Research
Semantic relatedness has been used in applications
such as word sense disambiguation, named entity
disambiguation, text summarization and annotation,
lexical selection, automatic spelling correction, and
text structure evaluation. WordNet is commonly
used as a lexicographic resource to calculate se-
mantic relatedness (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006).
A WordNet-based method uses one or more edge-
counting techniques in the WordNet taxonomy (Lea-
cock and Chodorow, 1998; Hirst and St-Onge,
1998). The relatedness of two concept nodes is a
function of the minimum number of hops between
them.

Some related work calculates co-occurrence on
one or more large corpora to deduce semantic re-
latedness (Sahami and Heilman, 2006; Cilibrasi and
Vitanyi, 2007). Two words are likely to be related if
they co-occur within similar contexts (Lin, 1998).
Others combine lexicographic resources with cor-
pus statistics (Jiang and Conrath, 1997). It has been
shown that these composite methods generally out-
perform lexicographic resource- and corpus- based
methods (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Curran, 2004;
Mohammad, 2008). Li et al. (2006) propose a hybrid
method based on WordNet and the Brown corpus to
incorporate semantic similarity between words, se-
mantic similarity between sentences, and word order
similarity to measure the overall sentence similarity.
Yang and Heines (2011) modify this work to suggest
transfer course equivalencies, but the experiment is
based on non-technical courses. Due to the WordNet
sparsity on technical terms, the experiment does not
perform well on Computer Science courses.
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In recent years, there has been increasing interest
in applying Wikipedia and related resources to ques-
tion answering (Buscaldi and Rosso, 2006), word
sense disambiguation (WSD) (Mihalcea and Cso-
mai, 2007), name entity disambiguation (Ni et al.,
2010), ontology evaluation (Yu et al., 2007), seman-
tic web (Wu, 2010), and computing semantic relat-
edness (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007). Ponzetto and
Strube (2007) deduce semantic relatedness of words
by modeling relations on the Wikipedia category
graph. Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2009) intro-
duce the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) model
which calculates TF-IDF (Manning et al., 2008) val-
ues for every word in Wikipedia and further uses lo-
cal linkage information to build a second-level se-
mantic interpreter.

Our approach is different from prior work on
Wikipedia. While Mihalcea and Csomai (2007)
use the annotation in the page title of a concept to
perform WSD, our approach uses a page’s parent
category as a cue to the correct sense. Ponzetto
and Strube (2007) limit their measurement to word
pairs, while our work focuses on text of any length.
Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2009) computes TF-
IDF statistics for every word and every document
of Wikipedia which is highly inefficient. They also
remove category pages and disambiguation pages.
In contrast, our model is mainly based on the cate-
gory taxonomy and the corpus statistics are limited
to metadata that are mostly available in Wikipedia.
Furthermore, we compute concept relatedness on
a domain-specific hierarchy that weighs both path
lengths and diversions from the topic. The domain-
specific hierarchy is much smaller than the entire
Wikipedia corpus. As a result, our algorithm is more
efficient3 than previous work.

3In our experiment, the average time needed to compare
one pair of course descriptions ranged from 0.16 second (with
partial caching) to 1 minute (without caching) on a 2.6Ghz
Quad-Core PC. The most time-consuming part before compar-
ing courses was to index all the Wikipedia tables in a MySQL
database, which took overnight (same for ESA). It only took
us 15 minutes to go through 19K pages to build a hierarchy
of D = 4. In contrast, ESA’s first level semantic interpreter
(which tokenizes every Wikipedia page to compute TF-IDF)
took 7 days to build over the same 19K pages. Both imple-
mentations were single-threaded, coded in Python, and tested
over the English Wikipedia of July 2011.

3 Proposed Method
Our method contains four modules. Section 3.1 ex-
plains how to construct a domain-specific hierarchy
from Wikipedia. Section 3.2 presents semantic relat-
edness between concepts. Section 3.3 describes the
steps to generate features from course descriptions.
And section 3.4 evaluates course relatedness.

3.1 Extract a Lexicographical Hierarchy
When a domain is specified (e.g., CS courses), we
start from a generic Wikipedia category in this do-
main, choose its parent as the root, and use a depth-
limited search to recursively traverse each subcate-
gory (including subpages) to build a lexicographical
hierarchy with depth D. For example, to find CS
course equivalencies, we built a hierarchy using the
parent of “Category:Computer science,” i.e., “Cat-
egory:Applied sciences,” as the root. The generic
category’s parent is chosen as the root to make sure
the hierarchy not only covers the terms in this do-
main, but also those in neighbor domains. The hier-
archy of “Category:Applied sciences” not only cov-
ers Computer Science, but also related fields such as
Computational Linguistics and Mathematics.

Both the number of nodes and number of edges
in the hierarchy grow exponentially4 as the depth
increases. Therefore, D need not be a big number
to cover most terms in the domain. We have found
the hierarchy speeds up the semantic measurement
dramatically and covers almost all the words in the
specific domain. In our experiment on CS courses
(D=6), we eliminated over 71% of Wikipedia arti-
cles,5 yet the hierarchy covered over 90% of CS ter-
minologies mentioned in the course descriptions.

3.2 Semantic Relatedness Between Concepts
Similar to the work of Li et al. (2006), the seman-
tic relatedness between two Wikipedia concepts,6 t1
and t2 in the hierarchy is defined as:

f ′(t1, t2) = e−αp · e
βd − e−βd

eβd + e−βd
(α, β ∈ [0, 1]), (1)

where p is the shortest path between t1 and t2, and
d is the depth of the lowest common hypernym of t1

4In the hierarchy we built with “Category:Applied sciences”
as the root, the number of edges grows from 177,955 at D=4 to
494,039 at D=5 and 1,848,052 at D=6.

5The hierarchy contains 1,534,267 unique articles, as op-
posed to 5,329,186 articles in Wikipedia.

6Each concept corresponds to a Wikipedia page.
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and t2 in the hierarchy (Section 3.1). This is differ-
ent from related work on semantic relatedness from
Wikipedia (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007) in that we
not only consider the shortest path (p) between two
concepts but also their common distance (d) from
the topic, which in turn emphasizes domain aware-
ness.

3.3 Generate Course Description Features
The built-in redirection in Wikipedia is useful for
spelling corrections because variations of a term
redirect to the same page. To generate features from
a course description C, we start by generating n-
grams (n ∈ [1, 3]) from C. We then query the redi-
rection data to fetch all pages that match any of the
n-grams.

The identified pages are still sparse. We therefore
query the title data to fetch those that match any of
the n-grams. Page topics are not discriminated in
this step. For example, unigram “Java” returns both
“Java (software platform)” and “Java (dance).”

Wikipedia contains a collection of disambigua-
tion pages. Each disambiguation page includes a list
of alternative uses of a term. Note that there are two
different Wikipedia disambiguation pages: explicit
and implicit. A page is explicit when the page ti-
tle is annotated by Wikipedia as “disambiguation,”
such as “Oil (disambiguation).” A page is implicit
when it is not so annotated, but points to a category
such as “Category:Disambiguation pages,” or “Cat-
egory:All disambiguation pages.” We iterate over
the pages fetched from the last step, using disam-
biguation pages to enrich and refine the features of a
course description.

Unlike the work of Mihalcea and Csomai (2007)
which uses the annotation in the page title of a con-
cept to perform WSD, our approach uses a page’s
parent category as a cue to the correct sense. Typi-
cally, the sense of a concept depends on the senses of
other concepts in the context. For example, a para-
graph on programming languages and data types
ensures that “data” more likely corresponds to a
page under “Category:Computer data” than one un-
der “Category:Star Trek.”

Algorithm 1 explains the steps to generate fea-
tures for a course C.

Given the C1 and C2 in section 1, their generated
features F1 and F2 are:

F1: Shortest path problem, Tree traversal, Spanning tree, Tree,

Analysis, List of algorithms, Completeness, Algorithm, Sort-

ing, Data structure, Structure, Design, Data.

F2: Unix, Social, Ethics, Object-oriented design, Computer

programming, C++, Object-oriented programming, Design.

Algorithm 1 Feature Generation (F ) for Course C

1. Tc ← ∅ (clear terms), Ta ← ∅ (ambiguous terms).
2. Generate all possible n-grams (n ∈ [1, 3]) G from C.
3. Fetch the pages whose titles match any of g ∈ G

from Wikipedia redirection data. For each page pid
of term t, Tc ← Tc ∪ {t : pid}.

4. Fetch the pages whose titles match any of g ∈ G
from Wikipedia page title data. If a disambiguation
page, include all the terms this page refers to. If a
page pid corresponds to a term t that is not ambigu-
ous, Tc ← Tc ∪ {t : pid}, else Ta ← Ta ∪ {t : pid}.

5. For each term ta ∈ Ta, find the disambiguation that
is on average most related (Equation 1) to the set of
clear terms. If a page pid of ta is on average the most
related to the terms in Tc, and the relatedness score is
above a threshold δ (δ ∈ [0, 1]), set Tc ← Tc ∪ {ta :
pid}. If ta and a clear term are different senses of the
same term, keep the one that is more related to all the
other clear terms.

6. Return clear terms as features.

Algorithm 2 Semantic Vector SV1 for F1 and J

1. for all words ti ∈ J do
2. if ti ∈ F1, set SV1i = 1 where SV1i ∈ SV1.
3. if ti /∈ F1, the semantic relatedness between ti and

each term t1j ∈ F1 is calculated (Equation 1). Set
SV1i to the highest score if the score exceeds the
preset threshold δ, otherwise SV1i = 0.

4. end for

3.4 Determine Course Relatedness
Given two course descriptions C1 and C2, we use
Algorithm 1 to generate features F1 for C1, and F2

for C2. Next, the two feature lists are joined together
into a unique set of terms, namely J . Similar to pre-
vious work (Li et al., 2006), semantic vectors SV1

(Algorithm 2) and SV2 are computed for F1 and F2.
Each value of an entry of SV1 for features F1 is

reweighed as:
SV1i = SV1i · I(ti) · I(tj), (2)

where SV1i is the semantic relatedness between ti ∈
F1 and tj ∈ J . I(ti) is the information content of ti,
and I(tj) is the information content of tj . Similarly,
we reweigh each value for the semantic vector SV2

of F2.
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The information content I(t) of a term t is a
weighed sum of the category information content
Ic(t) and the linkage information content Il(t):

I(t) = γ · Ic(t) + (1− γ) · Il(t). (3)

Inspired by related work (Seco et al., 2004), the
category information content of term t is redefined
as a function of its siblings:

Ic(t) = 1− log(siblings(t) + 1)

log(N)
, (4)

where siblings(t) is the number of siblings for t on
average, and N is the total number of terms in the
hierarchy (Section 3.1).

The linkage information content is a function of
outlinks and inlinks of the page pid that t corre-
sponds to:

Il(t) = 1− inlinks(pid)

MAXIN
· outlinks(pid)

MAXOUT
, (5)

where inlinks(pid) and outlinks(pid) are the
numbers of inlinks and outlinks of a page pid.
MAXIN and MAXOUT are the maximum num-
bers of inlinks and outlinks that a page has in
Wikipedia.7

Finally, the relatedness of two courses is a cosine
coefficient of the two semantic vectors:

f(C1, C2) =
SV1 · SV2

||SV1|| · ||SV2||
. (6)

4 Experimental Results

Wikipedia offers its content as database backup
dumps (wikidumps) freely available to download.
Our application is based on the English wikidump8

of July 2011. We have extracted redirections, ti-
tles, categories, and links from the wikidump into
separate tables in MySQL. Using the steps outlined
in Section 3.1, we built a table for the hierarchy
with “Category:Applied sciences” as the root. The
attributes of each table were indexed to speed up
queries. Our experiment used α = 0.2, β = 0.5,
δ = 0.2, and γ = 0.6. These values were found

7The computation of MAXIN and MAXOUT could
be time-consuming. They are therefore based on the entire
Wikipedia instead of the constructed hierarchy to avoid the re-
calculation when the domain changes. This also ensures the
maximum linkage information is unbiased for every domain.
For the July 2011 wikidump, page “Geographic coordinate sys-
tem” has the most in-links, a total of 575,277. Page “List of Ital-
ian communes (2009)” has the most out-links, a total of 8,103.

8http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20110722/

empirically to perform well over randomly selected
samples.

We randomly selected 25 CS courses from 19
universities that can be transferred to University
of Massachusetts Lowell (UML) according to the
transfer dictionary. Each transfer course was com-
pared to all 44 CS courses offered at UML, a to-
tal of 1,100 comparisons. The result was consid-
ered correct for each course if the real equivalent
course in UML appears among the top 3 in the list
of highest scores. We excluded all Wikipedia pages
whose titles contained specific dates or were anno-
tated as “magazine”, “journal”, or “album.” We re-
moved both general and domain stop words (such
as “course,” “book,” and “student”) from course de-
scriptions. If a course description contains the key-
words “not” or “no,” e.g., “This course requires no
computer programming skills,” the segment after
such keyword is ignored.

We tested our approach against the work by Li
et al. (2006) and TF-IDF on the same data set of
course descriptions. The accuracy of our proposed
approach is 72%, compared to 52% using Li et al.
(2006), and 32% using TF-IDF.

Algorithm Pearson’s correlation p-value
Our approach 0.85 6.6 · 10−10

Li et al. (2006) 0.57 0.0006

TF-IDF 0.73 2 · 10−6

Table 1. Pearson’s correlation of course relatedness
scores with human judgments.

Since the transfer dictionary is always out of date,
we found a few equivalent course pairs that were un-
intuitive. To make a more meaningful evaluation,
we set up a human judgment data set. We gave
6 annotators (CS students and professors) a list of
32 pairs of courses, with only course titles and de-
scriptions. They independently evaluated whether
each pair is equivalent on a scale from 1 to 5. We
averaged their evaluations for each pair and con-
verted the scale from [1,5] to [0,1]. Next, we ran
our approach, the work by Li et al. (2006), and TF-
IDF on the same 32 course pairs. Table 1 reports
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of course relat-
edness scores with human judgment, and statistical
significances. Our approach has a higher correlation
to the human judgment data set compared to previ-
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ous work. Furthermore, a smaller p-value indicates
our approach is more likely to correlate with human
judgment.

During the experiment, we have found some mis-
classified categories in the wikidump.9 For example,
“Category:Software” has over 350 subcategories
with names similar to “Category:A-Class Britney
Spears articles,” or “Category:FA-Class Coca-Cola
articles.” None of these appears in the Wikipedia
website or the Wikipedia API10 as a subcategory
of “Category:Software.” More study is required on
how they are formed.

5 Conclusion
This paper presents a domain-specific algorithm to
suggest equivalent courses based on analyzing their
semantic relatedness using Wikipedia. Both accu-
racy and correlation suggest our approach outper-
forms previous work. Future work includes com-
paring our approach with ESA, experimenting on
more courses from more universities, and adapting
our work to courses in other languages.
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Abstract 

This paper presents a thesis proposal on ap-
proaches to automatically scoring non-native 
speech from second language tests. Current 
speech scoring systems assess speech by pri-
marily using acoustic features such as fluency 
and pronunciation; however content features 
are barely involved. Motivated by this limita-
tion, the study aims to investigate the use of 
content features in speech scoring systems. 
For content features, a central question is how 
speech content can be represented in appro-
priate means to facilitate automated speech 
scoring. The study proposes using ontology-
based representation to perform concept level 
representation on speech transcripts, and fur-
thermore the content features computed from 
ontology-based representation may facilitate 
speech scoring. One baseline and two ontolo-
gy-based representations are compared in ex-
periments. Preliminary results show that 
ontology-based representation slightly im-
proves performance of one content feature for 
automated scoring over the baseline system. 

1 Introduction 

With increasing number of language learners tak-
ing second language tests, the resulting responses 
add a huge burden to testing agencies, and thus 
automated scoring has become a necessity for effi-
ciency and objectivity. Speaking, an important as-
pect for assessing second language speakers’ 
proficiency, is selected as the context of the study. 

The general goal is to investigate new approaches 
to automatic scoring of second language speech. 

When giving a speaking test in computer-
mediated environment, test-takers’ responses are 
typically recorded as speech files. These files can 
be considered to contain two layers: sound and 
text. The sound is about the acoustic side of 
speech, whose features have been used to assess 
speaking proficiency in existing automated speech-
scoring systems (Dodigovic, 2009; Zechner et al., 
2009). However, the text side, which is about the 
content of speech, is by far not well addressed in 
scoring systems, mainly due to the imperfect per-
formance of automatic speech recognizer systems. 
As content is an integral part of speech, adding 
content features to existing scoring systems may 
further enhance system performance, and thus this 
study aims to examine the use of content features 
in speech scoring systems. 

In order to acquire speech content, speech files 
need to be transcribed to text files, by human or 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). The result-
ed text files, namely, speech transcripts, are to be 
processed to extract content features. Moreover, 
representation of text content (e.g. in vectors) is 
important because it is the pre-requisite for compu-
ting content features and building speech scoring 
models. Therefore this study focuses on represent-
ing content of speech transcripts to facilitate auto-
matic scoring of speech. 

Speech transcripts can be seen as a special type 
of text documents, and therefore document repre-
sentation approaches shed light on representation 
of speech transcripts, such as Salton et al. (1975), 
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Deerwester et al. (1990), Lewis (1992), Kaski 
(1997), He et al. (2004), Arguello et al. (2008), 
Hotho et al. (2003a). On the other hand, written 
essays, the output of writing section of second lan-
guage test, share great similarity with speech tran-
scripts, and representation of essays also has 
implications on speech transcript representation, 
such as Burstein (2003), Attali & Burstein (2006), 
and Larkey & Croft (2003).  

Existing document representation approaches 
are primarily statistical and corpus based, using 
words or latent variables mined from corpus as 
representation units in the vector. These approach-
es exhibit two challenges: 1) meaningfulness of 
representation units. For example, synonymous 
words represent similar meaning and thus should 
be grouped as one representation unit. 2) unknown 
terms. Since words or latent variables in the vector 
are from training corpus, if an unknown term oc-
curs in the testing corpus then it is difficult to de-
termine the importance of the term in the training 
corpus because there is no prior knowledge of it in 
the training corpus. 

Ontology concepts, representation units at the 
concept level, have been less employed in content 
representation. Hotho et al. (2003a) claim that on-
tology concepts can help reveal concepts and se-
mantics in documents, and thus we hypothesize 
ontology-based representation may facilitate ob-
taining better content features for speech scoring. 
Ontologies can also complement the abovemen-
tioned shortcomings of statistical and corpus based 
representations by providing meaningful represen-
tation units and reasoning power between con-
cepts.  

The study compares baseline (statistical and 
corpus based) and ontology-based approaches. The 
criterion is representing the same speech tran-
scripts using these approaches, computing content 
features based on the representations, and compar-
ing performance of content features in predicting 
speaking proficiency.  

2 Related Work  

This section reviews work related to representation 
of speech transcripts, including document repre-
sentation, essay scoring, and ontology-based repre-
sentation in text processing.  

Document representation has been an important 
topic in research areas such as natural language 

processing, information retrieval, and text mining, 
in which a number of representation approaches 
have been proposed.  

The most common practice of text document 
representation is the Bag-Of-Words (BOW) ap-
proach, illustrated in Salton et al. (1975). The basic 
idea is that a document can be represented as a 
vector of words, with each dimension of the vector 
standing for one single word. Besides using explic-
it words from documents, latent variables derived 
from document mining can be used for document 
representation as well, such as the Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) approaches. The representation units are 
latent concepts or topics and the documents are 
projected to the semantic space constructed from 
the latent concepts or topics (Deerwester et al., 
1990; Blei, 2012). An important purpose of using 
the latent variables is to reduce dimensions in doc-
ument representation and place documents in a 
more compact space. Some other dimension reduc-
tion techniques include Subspace-based methods 
(Chen et al., 2003) and Self Organizing Map 
(Kaski 1997; Kaski, et al. 1998). 

In the area of automatic essay scoring, essay 
content are represented to facilitate the scoring. 
The BOW approach is widely used in essay repre-
sentation as well, including the e-rater system 
(Burstein, 2003; Attali & Burstein, 2006) and the 
experimental system in Larkey & Croft (2003). 
Representation in the BETSY system (Bayesian 
Essay Test Scoring System) also involves words, 
such as frequency of content words, along with 
specific phrases (Dikli, 2006). The exemplar sys-
tem employing LSA representation is the Intelli-
gent Essay Assessor system, which performs LSA 
on training essays and then projects essays to the 
vector space of latent concepts (Landauer et al., 
2003). 

Besides representation approaches, content fea-
ture computing in essay scoring is useful to content 
scoring of speech because they share great simi-
larity. Content features can be derived by compu-
ting cosine similarity between essay vectors, such 
as in e-rater (Attali & Burstein, 2006) and Intelli-
gent Essay Assessor (Landauer et al., 2003). The e-
rater content feature computing is adopted in this 
study to compute content features of speech tran-
scripts. 

As mentioned in section 1, ontologies can be 
used to complement the challenges of statistical 
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representation approaches. Ontology concepts have 
been successfully used in text processing tasks 
such as text classification and clustering and can 
help resolve the first challenge, meaningfulness of 
the representation. Hotho and Bloehdorn along 
with other people conducted a series of studies in 
using the ontologies (i.e. WordNet) for text catego-
rization and clustering tasks (Bloehdorn & Hotho, 
2004; Hotho et al., 2003a; Hotho et al., 2003b). 
The goals are to overcome several weaknesses, e.g. 
synonyms and generalization issues, of the bag-of-
words representation by using ontology concept 
based representation. Basically concepts from on-
tologies are used as units for text representation 
and then text processing is performed on top of the 
ontology-based representation. Explicit Semantic 
Approach (ESA), proposed by Gabrilovich and 
Markovitch (2007), is an approach to representing 
an arbitrary text snippet in vector of Wikipedia 
concepts for the convenience of further natural 
language processing. Each Wikipedia concept has 
text description, which is used to build an invert 
index to associate words with concepts. The invert 
index helps represent each word by vector of Wik-
ipedia concepts, and eventually a document can be 
represented by weighted Wikipedia concepts by 
adding up the Wikipedia concept vectors of the 
words that the document contains.  

Ontologies can also help resolve the second 
challenge of statistical representation, the unknown 
term issue. If a term occurs in the testing corpus 
but not the training corpus, then the importance of 
the term can be inferred from external knowledge 
such as ontologies. The semantic relations defined 
in ontologies connect relevant concepts and organ-
ize them into a tree (i.e. WordNet) or a graph struc-
ture (i.e. Wikipedia). Since paths usually exist 
between two individual concepts, ontologies can 
support inferences among concepts by using the 
paths and concept nodes between them. Moreover, 
semantic similarity between concepts, computed 
based on ontology knowledge, can be used to infer 
importance of unknown terms. 

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and Wikipedia 
(Wikipedia, 2012) ontologies are two popular on-
tologies for computing semantic similarity. A 
number of similarity approaches have been pro-
posed for similarity calculation according to the 
different characteristics of the two ontologies (Lin, 
1998; Pedersen et al., 2004; Resnik, 1999; Strube 
& Ponzetto, 2006).  

3 Methodology 

Experiments are conducted to compare ontology-
based representations (experimental systems) and 
common representations (baseline systems). Two 
ontology-based methods are employed as the ex-
perimental systems, one is about representing tran-
scripts using ontology concepts (“ONTO”), and the 
other is about inferring weights of unknown terms 
using ontologies (“OntoReason”). For the baseline, 
we identify the BOW representation as a common 
text representation and use it in the baseline sys-
tem. 

3.1 Data Set 

The data set comes from an English proficiency 
test for non-native speakers. For the speaking sec-
tion, test takers are asked to provide spontaneous 
speech responses to the prompts1 (test tasks). There 
are 4 prompts in the data set, all of which are inte-
grated prompts. An integrated prompt is a test task 
that first provides test takers some materials to read 
or listen and then asks them to provide opinions or 
arguments towards the materials. The responses 
are then scored holistically by human raters based 
on a scoring rubric on a scale of 1 to 4, 4 being the 
highest score. For each score level, the scoring ru-
bric contains guidelines of expected performance 
on various aspects of speaking ability such as pro-
nunciation, fluency, and content.  

The data set contains 1243 speech samples from 
327 speakers in total. Manual and automatic meth-
ods are used to obtain transcripts of the speech 
samples. For the manual way, each response is 
verbatim transcribed by human; and for the auto-
matic way, each response is automatically tran-
scribed by ASR with word error rate of 12.8%. 
Therefore two sets of transcripts are derived for the 
speech responses, the human transcripts set and the 
ASR set.  

Since the representation approaches are prompt-
specific in the study, meaning vector representa-
tions are generated for each prompt, the data set is 
first split by prompts and then responses are split 
into training and testing sets within each prompt. 
Table 1 shows size of the data set and subsets: 

 
                                                             
1 Prompts are test tasks assigned to test takers to elicit their 
speaking responses. 
2 The feature is referred to as “cos.w/6” in Attali and Burstein 
(2006) because there are usually 6 score levels, while here our 
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Prompt Training Set Test Set Total 
A 143 176 319 (4/79/158/78) 
B 140  168 308 (7/86/146/69) 
C 139  172 311 (4/74/154/79) 
D 137  168 305 (8/75/141/81) 
Table 1. Size of data set and subsets. The numbers in 
parentheses are the number of documents on score lev-
els 1-4. 

3.2 Representation Approaches of Speech 
Transcripts 

One baseline approach and two ontology-based 
approaches are briefly introduced here and imple-
mented in experiments. The approaches are used to 
generate vectors for computing content features. 
We also plan to employ other approaches in the 
future, as described in section 5.  

3.2.1 Bag-of-words (baseline) 

It takes the view that essays can be represented in 
vector of words and the value of a word in a vector 
refers to its weighting on this dimension. It uses 
the representation method in the e-rater as well, 
including document-level representation for testing 
documents and score-level representation for train-
ing documents (Attali & Burstein, 2006).  

Within each prompt, each testing transcript is 
converted to a vector (document level representa-
tion); training transcripts are grouped by their 
score levels and for each score level a vector is 
generated by aggregating all transcripts of this 
score level (score level representation). We decide 
to use the tfidf weighting schema with stop words 
removed after tuning options of the parameters. 

3.2.2 Ontology-based Representation (experi-
mental) 

ONTO-WordNet approach. Concepts from ontolo-
gy are identified in speech transcripts and then 
used to generate concept-level vectors. In practice, 
concept mapping in transcripts varies according to 
characteristics of ontologies. The WordNet ontolo-
gy, containing mostly single words, is used as one 
case in the study. In the future, we plan to try the 
Wikipedia ontology, which contains more phrases-
based concepts, for ontology-based representation.  

Synsets, groups of synonyms, are concepts in 
WordNet and used as ontology concepts here. 
Document text is split by whitespace and punctua-
tions to a set of words. Then the words are 

matched to WordNet synsets. As a word may have 
multiple senses (synsets), it is necessary to decide 
which synset to use in WordNet. Therefore we try 
two sense selection strategies as in Hotho et al.’s 
(2003a) study: 1) simply use the first sense in 
WordNet; and 2) do part-of-speech tagging on sen-
tences and find the corresponding sense in Word-
Net. We find the 1st strategy obtains better 
performance than the 2nd one and thus decide to 
use the 1st one. When constructing ontology-based 
vector, we include both concepts and words in the 
vector. 

3.2.3 Ontology-based Reasoning (experimental) 

OntoReason-WordNet approach. This approach is 
also implemented by using WordNet. First, tran-
scripts are represented by ontology concepts as in 
section 3.2.2. Then given an unknown concept in 
test transcripts, we identify its semantically similar 
concepts (N=5) in the training transcripts and then 
reason the weight of the unknown concept based 
on the weights of these similar concepts.  

The reasoning makes use of semantic similarity 
between WordNet synsets. Concept similarity is 
computed using the edge-based path similarity 
(Pedersen et al., 2004). We select N=5 concepts 
from the training transcripts that are most similar 
to the unknown concept, and compute the weight 
of the unknown concept in the training transcripts 
by averaging the weights of the 5 similar concepts. 

3.3 Content Feature Computation 

The baseline and experimental systems all generate 
vector representations for speech transcripts. The 
content features are computed based on vector rep-
resentation, and all representation approaches em-
ploy the same method of computing content 
features. We choose to use the two content features 
of the e-rater system, “max.cos” and “cos.w4”, as 
the feature computation method2 (Attali & 
Burstein, 2006).  

The max.cos feature. This feature identifies 
which score level of training documents the testing 
document is closest to. It computes and compares 
the similarity between the test document and train-
ing documents of each score level in vector space, 
and then makes the score level whose training doc-
                                                             
2 The feature is referred to as “cos.w/6” in Attali and Burstein 
(2006) because there are usually 6 score levels, while here our 
data has 4 score levels therefore it is written as “cos.w4”. 
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uments are most similar to the test document as the 
feature value. 

The cos.w4 feature. This feature computes con-
tent similarity between the test document and the 
highest level training documents in vector space. 
Since score 4 is the highest level in our data set of 
spoken responses, we compute the cosine similari-
ty between the test vector and the score level 4 
vector as the feature value. 

Given a speech transcript from the test set, we 
first convert it to a vector using one of the repre-
sentation approaches, and then compute the 
max.cos and cos.w4 feature values as its content 
features.  

3.4 Evaluation 

Representation approaches are evaluated based on 
their performance in predicting speaking proficien-
cy of test takers. More specifically, a representa-
tion approach generates a vector representation 
using specific representation units (e.g. words, 
concepts); for each test transcript, two content fea-
tures are computed based on the vector representa-
tion; Pearson correlation r is computed between 
each content feature and speaking proficiency to 
indicate the predictiveness of the content feature 
resulting from a specific representation. Higher 
correlation indicates higher predictiveness on 
speaking proficiency. Lastly, we compare content 
feature correlations of different representation ap-
proaches. We consider that the higher the correla-
tion is, the better the representation approach is. 

4 Experiment Results 

 
 
 

In the preliminary stage, the BOW (baseline), 
ONTO-WordNet and OntoReason-WordNet (ex-
perimental) approaches are implemented. Mean-
while parameters are optimized to acquire the best 
parameter setup for each approach. Since the 
speech files are transcribed by both human and 
ASR, same experiments are run on both data sets 
to compare representation performance on differ-
ent transcriptions. The correlations of the two con-
tent features to speaking proficiency are computed 
for each representation. Tables 2 and 3 show corre-
lations of the max.cos and cos.w4 features respec-
tively: 

For the max.cos feature, the average correlation 
of the ONTO-WordNet approach outperforms the 
BOW baseline slightly but the correlation drops 
dramatically when using the OntoReason-WordNet 
approach, for both the human and ASR transcripts. 
For the cos.w4 feature, the average correlation of 
the ONTO-WordNet approach outperforms the 
BOW, and the OntoReason-WordNet further out-
performs the ONTO-WordNet approach, for both 
the human and ASR transcripts. It shows some ev-
idence that ontology-based representation can im-
prove performance of both content features; the 
ontology-based reasoning increases performance of 
the cos.w4 feature but decreases the max.cos fea-
ture correlation. 

Comparing the performance on human vs. ASR 
transcripts, the features extracted from the human 
transcripts exhibit better average correlations than 
the corresponding features from the ASR tran-
scripts. The results also show that the correlation 
difference between human and ASR transcripts is 
moderate. It may indicate that the representation 
approaches can be employed on ASR transcripts to 
further automate the speech scoring process. 

Prompt Hum, 
BOW 

Hum, 
ONTO-
WordNet 

Hum, Onto-
Reason-
WordNet 

ASR, 
BOW 

ASR, 
ONTO-
WordNet 

ASR, Onto-
Reason-
WordNet 

A 0.320 0.333 0.038 0.293 0.286 0.014 
B 0.348 0.352 0.350 0.308 0.338 0.339 
C 0.366 0.373 0.074 0.396 0.386 0.106 
D 0.343 0.323 0.265 0.309 0.309 0.265 
Average 0.344 0.345 0.182 0.327 0.330 0.181 
Table 2. Correlations between the max.cos feature and speaking proficiency (Hum=using human transcriptions; 
ASR=using ASR hypotheses). 
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Prompt Hum, 
BOW 

Hum, 
ONTO-
WordNet 

Hum, Onto-
Reason-
WordNet 

ASR, 
BOW 

ASR, 
ONTO-
WordNet 

ASR, Onto-
Reason-
WordNet 

A 0.427 0.429 0.434 0.409 0.416 0.411 
B 0.295 0.303 0.327 0.259 0.278 0.292 
C 0.352 0.385 0.402 0.338 0.366 0.380 
D 0.368 0.385 0.389 0.360 0.379 0.374 
Average 0.361 0.376 0.388 0.342 0.360 0.364 
Table 3. Correlations between the cos.w4 feature and speaking proficiency (Hum=using human transcriptions; 
ASR=using ASR hypotheses)
 

5 Future Work 

For future work, we will implement one more 
baseline (LSA) and two more ontology-based ap-
proaches (ONTO-Wikipedia and OntoReason-
Wikipedia) and analyze their performance. 

Latent semantic analysis (LSA). LSA decom-
poses a term-by-document matrix generated from 
training transcripts to three sub-matrices. Then 
given a test transcript, documents can be projected 
to the latent semantic space based on the three sub-
matrices. The rank k parameter needs to be decided 
as a parameter for dimensionality reduction pur-
pose by tuning it on the training data.  

Using Wikipedia as another case for ontology, 
two more experimental approaches will be imple-
mented, one for ontology-based representation and 
the other for ontology-based reasoning.  

ONTO-Wikipedia. Wikipedia concepts can be 
identified in transcripts in two ways: 1) directly 
find concepts in text window of 5 words; 2) con-
vert a transcript in vectors of Wikipedia concepts 
using the Explicit Semantic Analysis method, 
which associates words to Wikipedia concepts and 
represents arbitrary text using the word-concept 
associations (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007).  

OntoReason-Wikpedia. The concept similarity 
between Wikipedia concepts is obtained by com-
puting the cosine similarity of the text description 
of the concepts. The reasoning method of the un-
known concept follows the one mentioned in the 
OntoReason-WordNet approach.  

We will compute content features based on the-
se new representations and evaluate the perfor-
mance according to feature correlations. The 
current results examine effects of using the Word-
Net ontology on predicting speaking proficiency, 
and these new experiments will answer whether 
the other type of ontology, Wikipedia, has positive 
effect in speaking proficiency prediction. We will 

also compare the effects of using different ontolo-
gies for ontology-based representations. 

The study has implications on effects of differ-
ent speech transcript representations in predicting 
speaking proficiency. Since content features are 
less well explored in automatic speech scoring 
compared to acoustic features, it also contributes to 
the understanding of the use and effects of content 
features in speech scoring. 
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Abstract

Statistical natural language processing (NLP) builds
models of language based on statistical features ex-
tracted from the input text. We investigate deep
learning methods for unsupervised feature learning
for NLP tasks. Recent results indicate that features
learned using deep learning methods are not a sil-
ver bullet and do not always lead to improved re-
sults. In this work we hypothesise that this is the
result of a disjoint training protocol which results
in mismatched word representations and classifiers.
We also hypothesise that modelling long-range de-
pendencies in the input and (separately) in the out-
put layers would further improve performance. We
suggest methods for overcoming these limitations,
which will form part of our final thesis work.

1 Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) can be seen as build-
ing models h : X → Y for mapping an input encoding
x ∈ X representing a natural language (NL) fragment, to
an output encoding y ∈ Y representing some construct or
formalism used in the particular NLP task of interest, e.g.
part-of-speech (POS) tags, begin-, inside-, outside (BIO)
tags for information extraction, semantic role labels, etc.

Since the 90s, the predominant approach has been sta-
tistical NLP, where one models the problem as learning a
predictive function h for mapping from h : X → Y using
machine learning techniques. Machine learning consists
of a hypothesis function which learns this mapping based
on latent or explicit features extracted from the input data.

In this framework, h is usually trained in a supervised
setting from labelled training pairs (xi, yi) ∈ X × Y .
Additionally, the discriminant function h typically oper-
ates on a transformed representation of the data to a com-
mon feature space encoded as a feature vector φ(x), and
then learns a mapping from feature space to the output
space, h : φ(x) → y. In supervised learning, the idea

~x ∈ X the cat sits on the mat
φ(~x) φ(x1) φ(x2) φ(x3) φ(x4) φ(x5) φ(x6)
~y ∈ Y B-NP I-NP B-VP O B-NP I-NP
NE Tags [the cat] NP [sits] VP [on] O [the mat] NP

Table 1: Example NLP syntactic chunking task for the sentence
“the cat sits on the mat”. X represents the words in the input
space, Y represents labels in the output space. φ(~x) is a feature
representation for the input text ~x and the bottom row represents
the output named entity tags in a more standard form.

is generally that features represent strong discriminating
characteristics of the problem gained through manual en-
gineering and domain-specific insight.

As a concrete example, consider the task of syntactic
chunking, also called “shallow parsing”, (Gildea and Ju-
rafsky, 2002): Given an input string, e.g.

“the cat sits on the mat”,

the chunking problem consists of labelling segments of a
sentence with syntactic constituents such as noun or verb
phrases (NPs or VPs). Each word is assigned one unique
tag often encoded using the BIO encoding1. We repre-
sent the input text as a vector of words xi ∈ ~x, and each
word’s corresponding label is represented by yi ∈ ~y (see
Table 1). Given a feature generating function φ(xi) and
a set of labelled training pairs (xi, yi) ∈ X × Y , the task
then reduces to learning a suitable mapping h : φ(X ) →
Y .

Most previous works have focused on manually en-
gineered features and simpler, linear models, includ-
ing “shallow” model architectures, like the percep-
tron (Rosenblatt, 1957), linear SVM (Cortes and Vap-
nik, 1995) and linear-chain conditional random fields
(CRFs) (Lafferty, 2001). However, a shallow learning ar-
chitecture is only as good as its input features. Due to the
complex nature of NL, deeper architectures may be re-

1E.g. B-NP means “begin NP”, I-NP means “inside NP”, and O
means other/outside.
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quired to learn data representations which contain the ap-
propriate level of information for the task at hand. Prior to
2006, it was computationally infeasible to perform infer-
ence in hierarchical (“deep”), non-linear models such as
multi-layer perceptrons with more than one hidden layer.
However, Hinton (2006) proposed an efficient, layer-wise
greedy method for learning the model parameters in these
architectures, which spurred a renewed interest in deep
learning research.

Still, creating annotated training data is labour-
intensive and costly, and manually designing and extract-
ing discriminating features from the data to be used in
the learning process is a costly procedure requiring sig-
nificant levels of domain expertise. Over the last two
decades, the growth of available unlabeled data x ∈ X
and the ubiquity of scalable computing power has shifted
research focus to unsupervised approaches for automat-
ically learning appropriate feature representations φ(x)
from large collections of unlabeled text.

Several methods have been proposed for unsuper-
vised feature learning, including simple k-means cluster-
ing (Lloyd, 1982), Brown clustering (Brown et al., 1992),
mutual information (Shannon and Weaver, 1962), princi-
pal components analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002), and in-
dependent component analysis (ICA) (Hyvärinen et al.,
2001).

However, natural language has complex mappings
from text to meaning, arguably involving higher-order
correlations between words which these simpler meth-
ods struggle to model adequately. Advances in the “deep
learning” community allow us to perform efficient unsu-
pervised feature learning in highly complex and high-
dimensional input feature spaces, making it an attrac-
tive method for learning features in e.g. vision or lan-
guage (Bengio, 2009).

The standard deep learning approach is to learn
lower-dimensional embeddings from the raw high-
dimensional2 input space X to lower dimensional (e.g.
50-dimensional) feature spaces in an unsupervised man-
ner, via repeated, layer-wise, non-linear transformation
of the input features, e.g.

ŷ = f (k)(· · · f (2)(f (1)(~x)) · · ·),

where f (i)(x) is some non-linear function (typically
tanh) for which the parameters are learned by back prop-
agating error gradients. This configuration is referred to
as a “deep” architecture with k layers (see Figure 1 for an
example).

For feature generation, we present a trained network
with a new vector ~x representing the input data on its

2E.g. a “one-hot” 50,000-dimensional vector of input words, with a
‘1’ indicating the presence of the word at that index, and a ‘0’ every-
where else.

Figure 1: Example of a deep model. The input vector x is trans-
formed into the hidden representation, here denoted as h1, using
an affine transformation W and a non-linearity. Each subse-
quent hidden layer hk takes as input the output of its preceding
layer h(k−1) (Bengio, 2009).

input layer. After performing one iteration of forward-
propagation through the network, we can then view the
activation values in the hidden layers as dense, so-called
“distributed representations” (features) of the input data.
These features can in turn be passed to an output clas-
sifier layer to produce some tagging task of interest. Re-
cent work in deep learning show state-of-the-art results in
part-of-speech parsing, chunking and named-entity tag-
ging (Collobert, 2011), however performance in more
complex NLP tasks like entity and event disambiguation
and semantic role labelling are still trailing behind.

In this work we focus specifically on extending current
state of the art deep neural models to improve their per-
formance on these more difficult tasks. In the following
section we briefly review and discuss the merits and lim-
itations of three of the current state of the art deep learn-
ing models for NLP. We then identify our primary re-
search questions and introduce our proposed future work
roadmap.

2 Current State-of-the-Art and
Limitations

Most work builds on the idea of a neural probabilistic
language model (NPLM) where words are represented
by learned real-valued embeddings, and a neural network
combines word embeddings to predict the most likely
next word. The first successful NPLM was introduced
by Bengio et al. in 2003 (Bengio et al., 2003).
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Historically, training and testing these models were
slow, scaling linearly in the vocabulary size. However,
several recent approaches have been proposed which
overcome these limitations (Morin and Bengio, 2005),
including the work by Collobert and Weston (2008) and
Mnih and Hinton (2009) discussed next.

2.1 Collobert & Weston (2008)

Collobert and Weston (2008) present a discriminative,
non-probabilistic, non-linear neural language model that
can be scaled to train over billions of words since each
training iteration only computes a loss gradient over a
small stochastic sample of the training data.

All K-dimensional word embeddings are initially set
to a random state. During each training iteration, an n-
gram is read from the training data and each word is
mapped to its respective embedding. All embeddings are
then concatenated to form a nK-length positive training
vector. A corrupted n-gram is also created by replac-
ing the n’th (last) word by some word uniformly chosen
from the vocabulary. The training criterion is that the net-
work must predict positive training vectors with a score
at least some margin higher than the score predicted for
corrupted n-grams. Model parameters are trained simul-
taneously with word embeddings via gradient descent.

2.2 The Hierarchical Log Bilinear (HLBL) Model

Mnih and Hinton (2007) proposed a simple probabilis-
tic linear neural language model called the log bilin-
ear (LBL) model. For an n-gram context window, the
LBL model concatenates the first (n− 1)K-dimensional
word embeddings and then learns a linear mapping from
R(n−1)K to RK for predicting the embedding of the nth
word. For predicting the next word, the model outputs
a probability distribution over the entire vocabulary by
computing the dot product between the predicted embed-
ding and the embedding for each word in the vocabulary
in an output softmax layer. This softmax computation is
linear in the length of the vocabulary for each prediction,
and is therefore the performance bottleneck.

In follow-up work, Mnih and Hinton (2009) speed up
training and testing time by extending the LBL model to
predict the next word by hierarchically decomposing the
search through the vocabulary by traversing a binary tree
constructed over the vocabulary. This speeds up train-
ing and testing exponentially, but initially reduces model
performance as the construction of the binary partition-
ing has a strong effect on the model’s performance. They
introduce a method for bootstrapping the construction of
the tree by initially using a random binary tree to learn
word embeddings, and then rebuilding the tree based on
a clustering of the learned embeddings. Their final results
are superior to the standard LBL in both model perplexity
and model testing time.

2.3 Recursive Neural Networks (RNNs)
Socher (2010; 2011) introduces a recursive neural net-
work (RNN) framework for parsing natural language.
Previous approaches dealt with variable-length sentences
by either

i using a window approach (shifting a window of n
words over the input, processing each fixed-size win-
dow at a time), or

ii by using a convolutional layer where each word is
convolved with its neighbours within some sentence-
or window-boundary.

RNNs operate by recursively applying the same neural
network to segments of its input, thereby allowing RNNs
to naturally operate on variable-length inputs. Each pair
of neighbouring words is scored by the network to reflect
how likely these two words are considered to form part of
a phrase. Each such operation takes two K-dimensional
word vectors and outputs another K-dimensional vector
and a score. Socher (2010) proposes several strategies
(ranging from local and greedy to global and optimal) for
choosing which pairs of words to collapse into a new K-
dimensional vector representing the phrase comprised of
the two words. By viewing these collapsing operations
as branch merging decisions, one can construct a binary
parse tree over the words in a bottom-up fashion.

2.4 Discussion of Limitations
Neural language models are appealing since they can
more easily deal with missing data (unknown word com-
binations) due to their inherent continuous-space repre-
sentation, whereas n-gram language models (Manning et
al., 1999) need to employ (sometimes ad hoc) methods
for smoothing unseen and hence zero probability word
combinations.

The original NPLM performs well in terms of model
perplexity on held-out data; however, its training and test-
ing time is very slow. Furthermore, it provides no support
for handling multiple word senses, the property that any
word can have more than one meaning, since each word
is assigned an embedding based on its literal string repre-
sentation (i.e. from a lookup table).

The Collobert & Weston model still provides no mech-
anism for handling word senses, but improves on the
NPLM by adding several non-linear layers which in-
crease its modelling capacity, and a convolutional layer
for modelling longer range dependencies between words.
Recursive neural nets (RNNs) directly address the prob-
lem of longer-range dependencies by allowing neighbour
words to be combined into their phrasal equivalents in a
bottom-up process.

The LBL model, despite its very simple linear struc-
ture, provides very good performance in terms of model
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perplexity, but shares the problem of slow training and
testing times and the inability to handle word senses or
dependencies between words (outside its n-gram con-
text).

In the HLBL model, Mnih and Hinton address the slow
testing performance of the LBL model by using a hierar-
chical search tree over the vocabulary to exponentially
speed up testing time, analogous to the concept of class-
based language models (Brown et al., 1992). The HLBL
model can also handle multiple word senses, but in their
evaluation they show that in practice the model learns
multiple senses (codes) for infrequently observed words
instead of words with more than one meaning (Mnih and
Hinton, 2009). The performance is strongly dependent
on the initialisation of the tree, for which they present an
iterative but non-optimal bootstrap-and-train procedure.
Despite being non-optimal, it is shown to outperform the
standard LBL model in terms of perplexity.

3 Mismatched Word Representations and
Classifiers

The deep learning ideal is to train deep, non-linear mod-
els over large collections of unlabeled data, and then use
these models to automatically extract information-rich,
higher-level features3 to integrate into standard NLP or
image processing systems as added features to improve
performance. However, several recent papers report sur-
prising and seemingly contradicting results for this ideal.

In the most direct comparison for NLP, Turian (2010)
compares features extracted using Brown clustering (a
hierarchical clustering technique for clustering words
based on their observed co-occurrence patterns), the hi-
erarchical log-bilinear (HLBL) embeddings (Mnih and
Hinton, 2007) and Collobert and Weston (C+W) em-
beddings (Collobert and Weston, 2008), by integrating
these as additional features in standard supervised condi-
tional random field (CRF) classification systems for NLP.
Somewhat surprisingly, they find that using the more
complex C+W and HLBL features do not improve signif-
icantly over Brown features. Indeed, under several con-
ditions the Brown features give the best results.

These results are important for several reasons (we
highlight these results in Table 2). The goal was to im-
prove classification performance in structured prediction
tasks in natural language by integrating features learned
in a deep, unsupervised approach within a standard lin-
ear classification framework. Yet these complex, deep
methods are outperformed by simpler unsupervised fea-
ture extraction methods.

3“Higher-level” features simply mean combining simpler features
extracted from a text to produce conceptually more abstract indicators,
e.g. combining word-indicators for “attack”, “soldier”, etc. to form an
indicator for WAR, even though “war” is not mentioned anywhere in the
text.

System Dev Test MUC7

Baseline 90.03 84.39 67.48
HLBL 100-dim 92.00 88.13 75.25
C&W 50-dim 92.27 87.93 75.74

Brown, 1000 clusters 92.32 88.52 78.84
C&W 200-dim 92.46 87.96 75.51

Table 2: Final NER F1 results reported by Turian (2010).

In a sense, these seem to be negative results for the
utility of deep learning in NLP. However, in this work we
argue that these seemingly anomalous results stem from
a mismatch between the feature learning function and the
classifier that was used in the classification (and hence
evaluation) process.

We consider the learning problem h : X → Y to
decompose into h = h′(φ(X )), where φ is the feature
learning function and h′ is a standard supervised classi-
fier. φ reads input from X and outputs encodings in fea-
ture space φ(x). h reads input in feature space φ(x) and
outputs encodings in the output label space Y .

Note that this easily extends to deep feature
learning models by simply replacing φ(X ) with
φ(k)(· · ·φ(2)(φ(1)(X )) · · ·), for a k-layer architecture,
where the first layer reads input inX and each subsequent
layer reads the output of the previous layer.

Within this view of the deep learning process, we can
see that unsupervised feature learning does not happen in
isolation. Instead, the learned features only make sense
within some learning framework, since the output of the
feature learning function φ (and each deep layer φ(k−1))
maps to a region in feature code space which becomes
in turn the input to the output classifier h′ (or subsequent
layer φ(k)) . We therefore argue that in a semi-supervised
or unsupervised classification problem, the feature learn-
ing function φ should be strongly dependent on the clas-
sifier h′ that interprets those features, and vice versa.

This notion ties in with the standard deep-learning
training protocol of unsupervised pre-training followed
by joint supervised fine-tuning (Hinton et al., 2006) of the
top classification layer and the deeper feature extraction
layers. We conjecture that jointly training a deep feature
extraction model with a linear output classifier leads to
better linearly separable feature vectors φ(x) than train-
ing both independently. Note that this is in contrast to
how Turian (2010) integrated the unsupervised features
into existing NLP systems via disjoint training.

4 Proposed Work and Research Questions

For simpler sequence tagging tasks such as part-of-
speech tagging and noun phrase chunking, the state-
of-the-art models introduced in Section 2 perform ade-
quately. However, in order to make use of the increased
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modelling capacity of deep neural models, and to suc-
cessfully model more complex semantic tasks such as
anaphora resolution and semantic role labelling, we hy-
pothesise that the model needs to avoid modelling purely
local lexical semantics and needs to efficiently handle
multiple word senses and long-range dependencies be-
tween input words (or phrases) and output labels. We
propose to overcome the limitations of previous models
with regard to these design goals, by focusing on the fol-
lowing key areas:

Input language representation: Neural models rely
on vector representations of their input (as opposed to
discrete representations as in, for instance, HMMs). In
NLP, sentences are therefore encoded as real-valued em-
bedding vectors. These vectors are learned in either a
task-specific setting (as in the C+W model) or as part of
a language model (as in the LBL model), where the goal
is to predict the next word given the learned representa-
tions of the previous words. In order to maximise the
information available to the model, we need to provide
information-rich representations to the model. Current
approaches represent each word in a sentence using a dis-
tinct word vector based on its literal string representation.
However, as noted earlier, in NL the same words can have
different senses based on the context in which it appears
(polysemy). We propose to extend the hierarchical log-
bilinear (HLBL) language model (see Section 2.2) in two
important ways. We choose the HLBL model for its sim-
plicity and good performance compared to more complex
models.

Firstly, we propose to replace the iterative bootstrap-
and-train process for learning the hierarchical tree struc-
ture over the vocabulary with a modified self-balancing
binary tree. The tree rebalances itself from an initial
random tree to leave most frequently accessed words
near the root (for shorter codes and faster access times),
while moving words between clusters to maximise over-
all model perplexity.

Secondly, we propose to add a word sense disambigua-
tion layer capable of modelling long-range dependencies
between input words. For this layer we will compare a
modified RNN layer to a convolutional layer. The modi-
fied RNN will embed each focus word with its nmost dis-
criminative neighbour words (in a sentence context win-
dow) into a new K-dimensional, sense-disambiguated
embedding vector for the focus word. We will evaluate
and optimise the final model’s learned representations by
evaluating language model perplexity on held out data.

Model architecture and internal representation:
Deep models derive their modelling power from their hi-
erarchical structure. Each layer transforms the output
representation of its previous layer, allowing the model
to learn more general and abstract feature combinations
in the higher layers which are relevant for the current

task. The representations on the hidden layers serve
as transformed feature representations of the input data
for the output classifier. Enforcing sparsity on the hid-
den layers has been shown to produce stronger features
for certain tasks in vision (Coates et al., 2010). Ad-
ditionally, individual nodes might be highly correlated,
which can also reduce the performance of certain clas-
sifiers which make strong independence assumptions (for
instance naive Bayes). We propose to study the effect that
enforcing sparsity in the learned feature representations
has on task performance in NLP. Additionally, we pro-
pose to evaluate the effect that an even stronger training
objective – one that encourages statistical independence
between hidden nodes by learning factorial code repre-
sentations (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1999) – has on
model performance.

Modelling structure in the output space: Tasks
in NLP mostly involve predicting labels which exhibit
highly regular structure. For instance, in part-of-speech
tagging, two determiners have a very low likelihood of
following directly on one another, e.g. “the the”. In or-
der to successfully model this phenomenon, a model must
take into account previous (and potentially future) predic-
tions when making the current prediction, e.g. as in hid-
den Markov models and conditional random fields. We
propose to include sequential dependencies in the output
labels and to compare this with including a convolutional
layer below the output layer, for predicting output labels
in complex NLP tasks such as coreference resolution and
event structure detection.

5 Conclusion

Deep learning methods offer an attractive unsupervised
approach for extracting higher-level features from large
quantities of text data to be used for NLP tasks. However
current attempts at integrating these features into existing
NLP systems do not produce the desired performance im-
provements. We conjecture that this is due to a mismatch
between the learned word representations and the classi-
fiers used as a result of disjoint training schemes, and our
thesis roadmap suggests three key areas for overcoming
these limitations.
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Abstract

To date, researchers have proposed different
ways to compute the readability and coher-
ence of a text using a variety of lexical, syn-
tax, entity and discourse properties. But these
metrics have not been defined with special rel-
evance to any particular genre but rather pro-
posed as general indicators of writing qual-
ity. In this thesis, we propose and evalu-
ate novel text quality metrics that utilize the
unique properties of different genres. We fo-
cus on three genres: academic publications,
news articles about science, and machine gen-
erated text, in particular the output from auto-
matic text summarization systems.

1 Introduction

Automatic methods to measure the writing quality of
a text can be quite useful for several applications, for
example search and recommendation systems, and
writing support and grading tools. There are two
main categories of prior work on this topic. The first
is studies on ‘readability’ which have proposed met-
rics to select texts appropriate (easy to read) for an
audience of given age and education level (Flesch,
1948; Collins-Thompson and Callan, 2004). These
metrics typically classify texts as suitable for adult
or child, or into a more fine-grained set of 12 ed-
ucational grade levels. The second line of work
are recent computational metrics to predict coher-
ence. These methods identify regularities in words
(Barzilay and Lee, 2004), entity coreference (Barzi-
lay and Lapata, 2008) and discourse relations (Pitler
and Nenkova, 2008) from a large collection of ar-

ticles and use these patterns to predict the coher-
ence. They assume a particular competency level
(adult educated readers) and also fix the text (typi-
cally news articles, which are appropriate for adult
readers). By removing the focus on age/education
level, these methods compute textual differences be-
tween good and poorly written texts as perceived by
a single audience level.

In my thesis, I propose a new definition – text
quality: the overall well-written characteristic of an
article. It differs from prior work in three respects:

1. We consider a single fixed audience level and
the texts that audience is typically exposed to.
For example, a college educated reader of a
newspaper might find some articles better writ-
ten than others, even though he understands and
can read nearly all of them with ease.

2. It is a holistic property of texts. At a mini-
mum, at least four factors influence quality: the
content/topic that is discussed, sentence level-
grammaticality, discourse coherence and writ-
ing style. Here writing style refers to extra
properties introduced into the text by the au-
thor but do not necessarily interfere with co-
herence if not provided. For example, the use
of metaphors, examples and humour can have
connections with quality. Previous work on co-
herence metrics do not consider these aspects.

3. Such a property would also have genre-specific
dimensions: an academic article should above
all be clear and a thriller-story should be fast-
paced and interesting. Further even if the same
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quality aspect is relevant for multiple genres, it
has higher weight in one versus another. Prior
readability and coherence studies were not pro-
posed with relvance to any particular genre.

These aspects make the investigation of text qual-
ity linguistically interesting because by definition
the focus is on a wide range of properties of the text
itself rather than appropriateness for a reader.

In this thesis, we propose computable measures
to capture genre-specific text quality. Our hypoth-
esis is that writing quality is a combination some
generic aspects that matter for most texts, such as
grammatical sentences, and other unique ones which
have high impact in a particular genre.

Specifically, we consider three genres which
have high relevance for writing quality research—
academic writing, science journalism and output of
automatic summarization systems.

Both academic writing and science news articles
describe science, but their audience is quite differ-
ent. Academic writing aims to clearly explain the
details of the research to other experts, while sci-
ence news conveys interesting research findings to
lay readers. This fact creates distinctive content and
writing style in the two genres. There is also a huge
opportunity in these genres for developing applica-
tions involving text quality, for example, authoring
tools for academic writing and information retrival
and recommendation for news articles. We also in-
clude a third genre—automatically generated sum-
maries. Here, when systems produce multi-sentence
text, they must ensure that the text is readable and
coherent. Automatic evaluation of content and lin-
guistic quality is therefore necessary for system de-
velopment in this genre.

2 Thesis Summary and Contributions

For this thesis, we only consider the discourse and
style components of text quality, aspects that have
received less focus in prior work. Sentence-level
problems have been widely explored and recently,
even specifically for academic writing (Dale and
Kilgarriff, 2010). We also do not consider content
in our work, for example, academic writing quality
also depends on the ideas and arguments presented
but these aspects are outside the scope of this thesis.
As defined previously, we focus on a fixed audience

level. We assume a reader at the top level of the
competency spectrum: an adult educated reader for
science news and automatic summaries, and for aca-
demic articles, an expert on the topic. This definition
has minimal focus on reader abilities and allows us
to analyze textual differences exclusively.

The specific contributions of this thesis are:

1. Defining text quality in terms of linguistic as-
pects rather than readability: Our work is the first
to propose a quality definition where well-written
nature is the central focus and including genre-
dependent aspects and writing style.

2. Investigating genre-specific metrics:This study
is also the first to design and evaluate genre-specific
features for text quality prediction. For each genre:
academic writing, science journalism and automatic
summaries, we develop metrics unique to the genre
and evaluate their ability to predict text quality both
individually and in combination with generic fea-
tures put forth in prior work.

3. Proposing new discourse-level features:In
prior work, there are discourse-based features based
on coreference, discourse relations and word co-
occurrence between adjacent sentences. We intro-
duce new features which capture aspects such as
organization of communicative goals and general-
specific nature of sentences.

Specifically, we introduce the following metrics:
a) Patterns in communicative goals (Section 5):

Every text has a purpose and the author uses a
sequence of communicative goals realized as sen-
tences to convey that purpose. We introduce a met-
ric that predicts coherence based on the size and se-
quence of communicative goals for a genre. This as-
pect is most relevant for research writing: academic
and science journalism because there is a clear goal
and well-defined purpose for these articles.

b) General-specific nature of sentences (Section
6): Some sentences in a text convey only general
content, others provide details and a well-written
text would have a certain balance between the two.
Particularly, while creating summaries, there is a
length contraint, so it cannot include all specific con-
tent but some information must be made more gen-
eral. We introduce a method to predict the specificity
for a sentence and examine how specificity and se-
quence of general-specific sentences is related to the
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quality of automatic summaries.
c) Information cohesiveness (Section 7): This

idea is also proposed for automatic summaries, they
must have a focus and present a small set of ideas
with easy to understand links between them. We
show that cohesiveness properties (computed auto-
matically) of the source text to be summarized can
be linked to the expected content quality of sum-
maries that can be generated for that text. This work
will be extended to analyze the relationship of cohe-
siveness with ratings of focus for the summaries.

d) Aspects of style (Section 8): Here we inves-
tigate metrics beyond coherence and related to ex-
tra features included in the article. We consider the
genre of science journalism and investigate whether
surprise-invoking sentence construction, visual de-
scriptions and emotional content of the articles are
also correlated with perceived quality.

We will evaluate our approaches in two ways:
1. We investigate the extent to which genre-

specific metrics are indicative of text quality and
whether they complement generic features.

2. We also examine how unique these metrics are
for a given genre, for example: are surprising arti-
cles always considered well-written even if they are
not science-news? For this analysis, we will con-
sider a set of randomly selected news texts (no genre
division) with text quality ratings. On this set, we
will test the performance of generic and each set
of genre-specific metrics. We expect that on this
data, the generic features would be best with little
improvement from the genre-specific metrics.

So far, we have designed some of the metrics that
we described above and have found them to be pre-
dictive of writing quality. We will carry out exten-
sive evaluation of these measures in future work.

3 Related work

Early readability metrics used sentence length, num-
ber of syllables in words and number of ‘easy’
words to distinguish texts from different grade lev-
els (Flesch, 1948; Gunning, 1952; Dale and Chall,
1948). Other measures are based on word familiarity
(Collins-Thompson and Callan, 2004; Si and Callan,
2001), difficulty of concepts (Zhao and Kan, 2010)
and features of sentence syntax (Schwarm and Os-
tendorf, 2005). There are also readability studies for
audience distinctions other than grade levels. Feng

et al. (2009) consider adult readers with intellectual
disability and therefore introduce features such as
the number of entities a person should keep in work-
ing memory for that text and how far entity links
stretch. Heilman et al. (2007) show that grammati-
cal features make a bigger impact while predicting
readability for second language learners in contrast
to native speakers.

Newer coherence measures do not focus on reader
abilities. They are typically run on news articles
and assume an adult audience. They show that
word co-occurrence (Soricut and Marcu, 2006), sub-
topic structure (Barzilay and Lee, 2004), discourse
relations (Pitler and Nenkova, 2008; Lin et al.,
2011) and coreference patterns (Barzilay and Lap-
ata, 2008) learn from large corpora can be used to
predict coherence.

But prior metrics are not proposed as unique to
any genre. Some metrics using word patterns (Si and
Callan, 2001; Barzilay and Lee, 2004) are domain-
dependent in that they require documents from the
target domain for training. But they can be trained
for any domain in this manner.

However recent work show that genre-specific
indicators could be quite useful for applications.
McIntyre and Lapata (2009) automatically generate
short children’s stories using patterns of event and
entity co-occurrences. They find that people judge
their stories as better when the text is optimized not
only for coherence and but also its interesting nature.
They use a supervised approach to predict the inter-
est value for a story during the generation process.
Burstein et al. (2010) find that for predicting the co-
herence of student essays, better accuracies can be
obtained by augmenting generic coherence metrics
with features related to student writing such as word
variety and spelling errors.

In my own work on automatic evaluation of sum-
maries (Pitler et al., 2010), I have observed the im-
pact of genre. We consider a corpus of summaries
written by people and those produced by automatic
systems. Psycholinguistic metrics previously pro-
posed for analyzing coherence of human texts work
successfully on human summaries but are less ac-
curate for system summaries. Similarly, metrics
which predict the fluency of machine translations
accurately, work barely above baseline for judging
the grammaticality of sentences from human sum-
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maries. But they give high accuracies on machine
summary sentences. So for machine and human gen-
erated text, clearly different features matter.

4 Corpora for text quality

For the automatic summarization genre, several
years of evaluation workshops organized by NIST1

have created large-scale datasets of automatic sum-
maries rated manually by people for content and lin-
guistic quality. We utilize this data for our experi-
ments but such corpora do not exist for other genres.

For academic writing, we plan to use a collection
of biology journal articles marked with the impact
factor of the journal. The intuition is that the pop-
ular journals are more competitive and so the writ-
ing is on average better than less impactful venues.
It is however not a direct measure of text quality.
For some of our experiments done so far, we have
taken an approach that is common with prior studies
on coherence (Barzilay and Lee, 2004; Barzilay and
Lapata, 2008; Lin et al., 2011). We take an original
article and create a random permutation of its sen-
tences, the latter we consider as an incoherent article
and the original version as coherent.

For science news, we expect that Amazon Me-
chanical Turk will be a suitable platform for obtain-
ing ratings of popular and interesting articles from
the target audience. We also plan to use proxies such
as lists of most emailed/viewed articles from news
websites. Here the negative examples would be
other articles published during thesame day/period
but not appearing in the popular article list.

5 Patterns in communicative goals

Consider the related work section of a conference
paper. One might suppose that a good structure for
this section would contain a description of an at-
tribute of the current work, followed by previous
work on the topic and then reporting how the current
work is different and addresses shortcomings if any
of prior work. In fact, this intuition of seeing texts
as a sequence of semantic zones is well-understood
for the academic writing genre. Prior research has
identified that a small set of argumentative zones ex-
ist in academic articles such as motivation, results,
prior work, speculations and descriptions. They also

1http://www.nist.gov/tac/

found that sentences could be manually annotated
into zones with high agreement and automatically
predicting the zone for a sentence can also be done
with high accuracy (Teufel and Moens, 2000; Li-
akata et al., 2010). We hypothesize that these zones
would also have a certain distribution and sequence
in well-written articles versus others and propose a
metric based on this aspect for the academic writing
and science journalism genres.

Rather than using a predefined set of communica-
tive goals, we develop an unsupervised technique
to identify analogs to semantic zones and use the
patterns in zones to predict coherence (Louis and
Nenkova, 2012a). Our key idea is that the syntax
of a sentence can be a useful proxy for its commu-
nicative goal. For example, questions and definition
sentences have unique syntax. We extend this idea
to a large scale analysis. Our model represents a sen-
tence either using productions from its constituency
parse tree or as a sequence of phrasal nodes. Then
we employ two methods that learn patterns in these
representations from a collection of articles. The
first local method detects patterns in the syntax of
adjacent sentences. The second approach is global,
where sentences are first grouped into clusters based
on syntactic similarity and a Hidden Markov Model
is used to record patterns. Each hidden state is as-
sumed to generate the syntax of sentences from a
particular zone.

We have evaluated our method on conference
publications from the ACL anthology. Our results
indicate that we can distinguish an original introduc-
tion, abstract or related work section from a corre-
sponding perturbed version (where the sentences are
randomly permuted and is therefore incoherent text)
with accuracies of 64 to 74% over a 50% baseline.

6 General-specific nature of sentences

In any article, some sentences convey the topic at
a high level with other sentences providing details
such as justification and examples. The idea is par-
ticularly relevant for summaries. Since summaries
are much shorter than their source documents, they
cannot include all the details from the source. Some
details have to be omitted and others made more
general. So we explore the preferred degree of
general-specific content and its relationship to text
quality for summaries.
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We developed a classifier to distinguish between
general and specific sentences from news articles
(Louis and Nenkova, 2011a; Louis and Nenkova,
2012b). The classifier uses features such as the word
specificity, presence of named entities, word polar-
ity, counts of different phrase types, sentence length,
likelihood under language models and the identities
of the words themselves. For example, sentences
with named entities tended to be specific whereas
sentences with shorter verb phrases and more polar-
ity words were general. This classifier was trained
on sentences multiply annotated by people as gen-
eral or specific and produces an accuracy of about
79%. Further the classifier confidence was found to
be indicative of the annotator agreement on the sen-
tences; when there was high agreement that a sen-
tence was either general or specific, the classifier
also made a very confident prediction for the correct
class. So our system also provides a graded score
for specificity rather than binary predictions.

Using the classifier we analyzed a large corpus of
news summaries created by people and by automatic
systems (Louis and Nenkova, 2011b). We found
that summaries written by people have more general
content than automatic summaries. Similarly, when
people were asked to rate automatic summaries for
content quality, they gave higher scores to general
summaries than specific. On the linguistic quality
side an opposite trend was found. Summaries that
were more specific had higher scores. Our examina-
tions revealed that general sentences, since they are
topic oriented and high level, need to be followed
by proper substantiation and details. But automatic
systems are rather poor at achieving such ordering.
So even though more general content is preferred in
summaries, proper ordering of general-specific sen-
tences is needed to create the right effect.

7 Information cohesiveness

If an article has too many ideas it would be difficult
to read. Also if the ideas were not closely related
in the article that would create additional difficulty.
This aspect is important for machine generated text:
an automatic summary should focus on a few main
aspects rather than present a bag of many unrelated
facts. In fact, in large scale evaluation workshops,
automatic summaries are also manually graded for a
‘focus’ aspect. For this purpose, we want to identify

metrics which can indicate cohesiveness and focus
of an article. In our studies so far, we have have
developed cohesiveness metrics for clusters of arti-
cles (Nenkova and Louis, 2008; Louis and Nenkova,
2009). In future work, we will explore how these
metrics work for individual articles.

Information quality also arises in the context of
source documents given for automatic summariza-
tion. Particularly for systems which summarize on-
line news, the input is created by clustering together
news on the same topic from different sources. For
example, a cluster may be created for the Japanese
earthquake and aftermath. When the period covered
is too large or when the documents discuss many
different opinions and ideas it becomes hard for a
system to point out the most relevant facts. So one
proxy for cohesiveness of the input cluster is the av-
erage quality of a number of automatic summaries
produced for it by different methods. If most of
these methods fail to produce a good summary, then
that input can be deemed as difficult and incohesive.

We used a large collection of inputs, their au-
tomatic summaries and summary scores from the
DUC workshops. We computed the average content
quality score given by people to each summary and
computed the average performance on summaries
created for the same input. This value represents the
expected system performance for that input and we
develop features to predict the same. We simplify
the task as binary prediction, average system perfor-
mance above mean value – low difficulty, and high
difficulty otherwise.

One indicative feature was the entropy of the dis-
tribution of words in the input. When the entropy
was low, the difficulty was less since there are few
main ideas to summarize. Another useful feature
was the divergence computed between the word dis-
tribution in an input and that of a random collection
of documents not on any topic. If the input distri-
bution was closer to random documents it indicates
the lack of a coherent topic for the source cluster
and such inputs were under the hard category. We
envision that similar features might help to predict
judgements of focus for automatic summaries.

8 Current and future work

For future work, we want to focus on metrics related
to style of writing. We will do this analysis for sci-
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ence news articles since journalists employ creative
ways to convey technical research content to non-
experts readers. For example, authors use analogies
and visual language and incorporate a story line. We
also noticed that some of the most emailed articles
are entertaining and even contain humor. Two exam-
ple snippets from such articles are provided below to
demonstrate some of our intuitions about text quality
in this genre. Our aim is to obtain lexical and syn-
tactic correlates that capture some of these unique
factors for this domain.

[1]... caused by defects in the cilia—solitary slivers
that poke out of almost every cell in the body. They are
not the wisps that wave Rockette-like in our airways.

[2] News flash: we’re boring. New research that makes
creative use of sensitive location-tracking data from cell-
phones in Europe suggests that most people can be found
in one of just a few locations at any time.

Future work will also include extensive evaluation
of our proposed models.
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Abstract

We study1 the problem of extracting all pos-
sible relations among named entities from un-
structured text, a task known as Open Infor-
mation Extraction (Open IE). A state-of-the-
art Open IE system consists of natural lan-
guage processing tools to identify entities and
extract sentences that relate such entities, fol-
lowed by using text clustering to identify the
relations among co-occurring entity pairs. In
particular, we study how the current weighting
scheme used for Open IE affects the clustering
results and propose a term weighting scheme
that significantly improves on the state-of-the-
art in the task of relation extraction both when
used in conjunction with the standard tf · idf
scheme, and also when used as a pruning fil-
ter.

1 Introduction

The extraction of structured information from text is
a long-standing challenge in Natural Language Pro-
cessing which has been re-invigorated with the ever-
increasing availability of user-generated textual con-
tent online. The large-scale extraction of unknown
relations has been termed as Open Information Ex-
traction (Open IE) (Banko et al., 2007) (also referred
to as Open Relationship Extraction, Relation Extrac-
tion, or Relation Discovery). Many challenges exist
in developing an Open IE solution, such as recogniz-
ing and disambiguating entities in a multi-document
setting, and identifying all so-called relational terms

1This thesis proposal has been accepted for publication
in (Merhav et al., 2012).

in the sentences connecting pairs of entities. Rela-
tional terms are words (usually one or two) that de-
scribe a relation between entities (for instance, terms
like “running mate”, “opponent”, “governor of” are
relational terms).

One approach for Open IE is based on cluster-
ing of entity pairs to produce relations, as intro-
duced by Hasegawa et al. (Hasegawa et al., 2004).
Their and follow-up works (e.g., (Mesquita et al.,
2010)) extract terms in a small window between two
named entities to build the context vector of each
entity pair, and then apply a clustering algorithm
to cluster together entity pairs that share the same
relation (e.g., Google–Youtube and Google–
Motorola Mobility in a cluster about the “ac-
quired” relation). Contexts of entity pairs are repre-
sented using the vector space model. The state-of-
the-art in clustering-based Open IE assigns weights
to the terms according to the standard tf ·idf scheme.

Motivation. Intuitively, the justification for us-
ing idf is that a term appearing in many documents
(i.e., many contexts in our setting) would not be
a good discriminator (Robertson, 2004), and thus
should weigh proportionally less than other, more
rare terms. For the task of relation extraction how-
ever, we are interested specifically in terms that de-
scribe relations. In our settings, a single document
is a context vector of one entity pair, generated from
all articles discussing this pair, which means that the
fewer entity pairs a term appears in, the higher its
idf score would be. Consequently, it is not necessar-
ily the case that terms that are associated with high
idf weights would be good relation discriminators.
On the other hand, popular relational terms that ap-
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ply to many entity pairs would have relatively lower
idf weights.

It is natural to expect that the relations extracted
by an Open IE system are strongly correlated with
a given context. For instance, marriage is a relation
between two persons and thus belongs to the domain
PER–PER. We exploit this observation to boost the
weight of relational terms associated with marriage
(e.g., “wife”, “spouse”, etc.) in those entity pairs
where the domain is also PER–PER. The more dom-
inant a term in a given domain compared to other
domains, the higher its boosting score would be.

Our work resembles the work on selectional pref-
erences (Resnik, 1996). Selectional preferences are
semantic constraints on arguments (e.g. a verb like
“eat” prefers as object edible things).

2 Related Work

Different approaches for Open IE have been pro-
posed in the literature, such as bootstrapping
(e.g., (Zhu et al., 2009) (Bunescu and Mooney,
2007)), self or distant supervision (e.g., (Banko
et al., 2007) (Mintz et al., 2009)) and rule based
(e.g., (Fader et al., 2011)). In this work we focus
on unsupervised approaches.

Fully unsupervised Open IE systems are mainly
based on clustering of entity pair contexts to pro-
duce clusters of entity pairs that share the same re-
lations, as introduced by Hasegawa et al. (Hasegawa
et al., 2004) (this is the system we use in this work
as our baseline). Hasegawa et al. used word uni-
grams weighted by tf ·idf to build the context vec-
tors and applied Hierarchical Agglomerative Clus-
tering (HAC) with complete linkage deployed on a
1995 New York Times corpus. Mesquita et al. ex-
tended this work by using other features such as part
of speech patterns (Mesquita et al., 2010). To re-
duce noise in the feature space, a common problem
with text mining, known feature selection and rank-
ing methods for clustering have been applied (Chen
et al., 2005; Rosenfeld and Feldman, 2007). Both
works used the K-Means clustering algorithm with
the stability-based criterion to automatically esti-
mate the number of clusters.

This work extends all previous clustering works
by utilizing domain frequency as a novel weight-
ing scheme for clustering entity pairs. The idea of

domain frequency was first proposed for predicting
entities which are erroneously typed by NER sys-
tems (Merhav et al., 2010).

3 Data and Evaluation

This work was implemented on top of the SONEX
system (Mesquita et al., 2010), deployed on the
ICWSM 2009 Spinn3r corpus (Burton et al., 2009),
focusing on posts in English (25 million out of 44
million in total), collected between August 1st, 2008
and October 1st, 2008. The system uses the Illi-
nois Entity Tagger (Ratinov and Roth, 2009) and Or-
thomatcher from the GATE framework2 for within-
a-document co-reference resolution.

Evaluating Open IE systems is a difficult prob-
lem. Mesquita et al. evaluated SONEX by auto-
matically matching a sample of the entity pairs their
system identified from the Spinn3r corpus against a
publicly available curated database3. Their approach
generated two datasets: INTER and 10PERC. IN-
TER contains the intersection pairs only (i.e., in-
tersection pairs are those from Spinn3r and Free-
base that match both entity names and types ex-
actly), while 10PERC contains 10% of the total pairs
SONEX identified, including the intersection pairs.
We extended these two datasets by adding more en-
tity pairs and relations. We call the resulting datasets
INTER (395 entity pairs and 20 different relations)
and NOISY (contains INTER plus approximately
30,000 entity pairs as compared to the 13,000 pairs
in 10PERC ).

We evaluate our system by reporting f-measure
numbers for our system running on INTER and
NOISY against the ground truth, using similar set-
tings used by (Hasegawa et al., 2004) and (Mesquita
et al., 2010). These include word unigrams as fea-
tures, HAC with average link (outperformed single
and complete link), and tf ·idf and cosine similarity
as the baseline.

4 Weighting Scheme

Identifying the relationship (if any) between entities
e1, e2 is done by analyzing the sentences that men-
tion e1 and e2 together. An entity pair is defined by
two entities e1 and e2 together with the context in

2http://gate.ac.uk/
3http://www.freebase.com
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which they co-occur. For our purposes, the context
can be any textual feature that allows the identifica-
tion of the relationship for the given pair. The con-
texts of entity pairs are represented using the vec-
tor space model with the common tf ·idf weighting
scheme. More precisely, for each term t in the con-
text of an entity pair, tf is the frequency of the term
in the context, while

idf = log

(
|D|

|d : t ∈ d|

)
,

where |D| is the total number of entity pairs, and
|d : t ∈ d| is the number of entity pairs contain-
ing term t. The standard cosine similarity is used to
compute the similarity between context vectors dur-
ing clustering.

4.1 Domain Frequency

We start with a motivating example before diving
into the details about how we compute domain fre-
quency. We initially built our system with the tra-
ditional tf · idf and were unsatisfied with the re-
sults. Consequently, we examined the data to find
a better way to score terms and filter noise. For
example, we noticed that the pair Youtube[ORG] –
Google[ORG] (associated with the “Acquired by”
relation) was not clustered correctly. In Table 1 we
listed all the Unigram features we extracted for the
pair from the entire collection sorted by their domain
frequency score for ORG–ORG (recall that these are
the intervening features between the pair for each
co-occurrence in the entire dataset). For clarity the
terms were not stemmed.

Clearly, most terms are irrelevant which make it
difficult to cluster the pair correctly. We listed in
bold all terms that we think are useful. Besides “be-
longs”, all these terms have high domain frequency
scores. However, most of these terms do not have
high idf scores. Term frequencies within a pair are
also not helpful in many cases since many pairs are
mentioned only a few times in the text. Next, we
define the domain frequency score (Merhav et al.,
2010).

Definition. Let P be the set of entity pairs, let T
be the set of all entity types, and let D = T × T be
the set of all possible relation domains. The domain
frequency (df ) of a term t, appearing in the context

of some entity pair in P , in a given relation domain
i ∈ D, denoted dfi(t), is defined as

dfi(t) =
fi(t)∑

1≤j≤n fj(t)
,

where fi(t) is the frequency with which term t ap-
pears in the context of entity pairs of domain i ∈
D, and n is the number of domains in D. When
computing the df score for a given term, it is pre-
ferred to consider each pair only once. For example,
“Google[ORG] acquired Youtube[ORG]” would be
counted only once (for “acquired” in the ORG–ORG
domain) even if this pair and context appear many
times in the collection. By doing so we eliminate
the problem of duplicates (common on the web).

Unlike the idf score, which is a global measure
of the discriminating power of a term, the df score
is domain-specific. Thus, intuitively, the df score
would favour specific relational terms (e.g., “wife”
which is specific to personal relations) as opposed
to generic ones (e.g., “member of” which applies to
several domains). To validate this hypothesis, we
computed the df scores of several relational terms
found in the clusters the system produced on the
main Spinn3r corpus.

Figure 1 shows the relative df scores of 4 rela-
tional terms (mayor, wife, CEO, and coach) which
illustrate well the strengths of the df score. We can
see that for the majority of terms (Figure 1(a)–(c)),
there is a single domain for which the term has a
clearly dominant df score: LOC–PER for mayor,
PER–PER for wife, and ORG–PER for CEO.

Dependency on NER Types. Looking again at
Figure 1, there is one case in which the df score does
not seem to discriminate a reasonable domain. For
coach, the dominant domain is LOC–PER, which
can be explained by the common use of the city (or
state) name as a proxy for a team as in the sentence
“Syracuse football coach Greg Robinson”. Note,
however, that the problem in this case is the dif-
ficulty for the NER to determine that “Syracuse”
refers to the university. These are some examples
of correctly identified pairs in the coach relation but
in which the NER types are misleading:

• LOC–PER domain: (England, Fabio Capello);
(Croatia, Slaven Bilic); (Sunderland, Roy
Keane).
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Table 1: Unigram features for the pair Youtube[ORG] – Google[ORG] with idf and df (ORG–ORG) scores
Term idf df (ORG–ORG) Term idf df (ORG–ORG)

ubiquitious 11.6 1.00 blogs 6.4 0.14
sale 5.9 0.80 services 5.9 0.13

parent 6.8 0.78 instead 4.0 0.12
uploader 10.5 0.66 free 5.0 0.12
purchase 6.3 0.62 similar 5.7 0.12

add 6.1 0.33 recently 4.2 0.12
traffic 7.0 0.55 disappointing 8.2 0.12

downloader 10.9 0.50 dominate 6.4 0.11
dailymotion 9.5 0.50 hosted 5.6 0.10

bought 5.2 0.49 hmmm 9.3 0.10
buying 5.8 0.47 giant 5.4 < 0.1

integrated 7.3 0.44 various 5.7 < 0.1
partnership 6.7 0.42 revealed 5.2 < 0.1

pipped 8.9 0.37 experiencing 7.7 < 0.1
embedded 7.6 0.36 fifth 6.5 < 0.1

add 6.1 0.33 implication 8.5 < 0.1
acquired 5.6 0.33 owner 6.0 < 0.1
channel 6.3 0.28 corporate 6.4 < 0.1

web 5.8 0.26 comments 5.2 < 0.1
video 4.9 0.24 according 4.5 < 0.1

sellout 9,2 0.23 resources 6.9 < 0.1
revenues 8.6 0.21 grounds 7.8 < 0.1
account 6.0 0.18 poked 6.9 < 0.1
evading 9.8 0.16 belongs 6.2 < 0.1
eclipsed 7.8 0.16 authors 7.4 < 0.1
company 4.7 0.15 hooked 7.1 < 0.1

• MISC–PER domain: (Titans, Jeff Fisher); (Jets,
Eric Mangini); (Texans, Gary Kubiak).

4.2 Using the df Score
We use the df score for two purposes in our work.
First, for clustering, we compute the weights of the
terms inside all vectors using the product tf ·idf ·df .
Second, we also use the df score as a filtering tool,
by removing terms from vectors whenever their df
scores lower than a threshold. Going back to the
Youtube[ORG] – Google[ORG] example in Table 1,
we can see that minimum df filtering helps with re-
moving many noisy terms. We also use maximum
idf filtering which helps with removing terms that
have high df scores only because they are rare and
appear only within one domain (e.g., ubiquitious
(misspelled in source) and uploader in this example).

As we shall see in the experimental evaluation,

even in the presence of incorrect type assignments
made by the NER tool, the use of df scores improves
the accuracy significantly. It is also worth mention-
ing that computing the df scores can be done fairly
efficiently, and as soon as all entity pairs are ex-
tracted.

5 Results

We now report the results on INTER and NOISY.
Our baseline run is similar to the systems pub-
lished by Hasegawa et al. (Hasegawa et al., 2004)
and Mesquita et al. (Mesquita et al., 2010); that
is HAC with average link using tf · idf and cosine
similarity, and stemmed word unigrams (excluding
stop words) as features extracted using a window
size of five words between pair of entities. Fig-
ure 2 shows that by integrating domain frequency
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(a) mayor.
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(b) wife.
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(c) CEO.
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(d) coach.

Figure 1: Domain Frequency examples.

(df) we significantly outperformed this baseline on
both datasets (INTER: F-1 score of 0.87 compared
to 0.75; NOISY: F-1 score of 0.72 compared to
0.65). In addition, filtering terms by minimum df
and maximum idf thresholds improved the results
further on INTER. These results are promising since
a major challenge in text clustering is reducing the
noise in the data.

We also see a substantial decrease of the results
on NOISY compared to INTER. Such a decrease
is, of course, expected: NOISY contains not only
thousands more entity pairs than INTER, but also
hundreds (if not thousands) more relations as well,
making the clustering task harder in practice.

6 Conclusion and Future Research
Directions

We utilized the Domain Frequency (df ) score as a
term-weighting score designed for identifying rela-
tional terms for Open IE. We believe that df can
be utilized in various of applications, with the ad-
vantage that in practice, for many such applica-
tions, the list of terms and scores can be used off-
the-shelf with no further effort. One such applica-
tion is Named Entity Recognition (NER) – df helps
in identifying relational patterns that are associated
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Figure 2: tf × idf Vs. tf × idf × df with and with-
out minimum df and maximum idf pruning on INTER
and NOISY. All results consistently dropped for cluster-
ing thresholds larger than 0.05.

with a certain domain (e.g., PER–PER). If the list of
words and phrases associated with their df scores is
generated using an external dataset annotated with
entities, it can be applied to improve results in other,
more difficult domains, where the performance of
the NER is poor.

It is also appealing that the df score is proba-
bilistic, and as such, it is, for the most part, lan-
guage independent. Obviously, not all languages
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have the same structure as English and some adjust-
ments should be made. For example, df exploits
the fact that relational verbs are usually placed be-
tween two entities in a sentence, which may not be
always the case in other languages (e.g., German).
Investigating how df can be extended and utilized in
a multi-lingual environment is an interesting future
direction.
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Abstract

Much has been written about humor and even
sarcasm automatic recognition on Twitter. The
task of classifying humorous tweets accord-
ing to the type of humor has not been con-
fronted so far, as far as we know. This re-
search is aimed at applying classification and
other NLP algorithms to the challenging task
of automatically identifying the type and topic
of humorous messages on Twitter. To achieve
this goal, we will extend the related work sur-
veyed hereinafter, adding different types of
humor and characteristics to distinguish be-
tween them, including stylistic, syntactic, se-
mantic and pragmatic ones. We will keep in
mind the complex nature of the task at hand,
which emanates from the informal language
applied in tweets and variety of humor types
and styles. These tend to be remarkably dif-
ferent from the type specific ones recognized
in related works. We will use semi-supervised
classifiers on a dataset of humorous tweets
driven from different Twitter humor groups or
funny tweet sites. Using a Mechanical Turk
we will create a gold standard in which each
tweet will be tagged by several annotators, in
order to achieve an agreement between them,
although the nature of the humor might allow
one tweet to be classified under more than one
class and topic of humor.

1 Introduction

The interaction between humans and machines has
long extended out of the usability aspect. Nowa-
days, computers are not merely a tool to extend
our lacking memory and manpower, but also serve

a larger role in communications, entertainment and
motivation. These may be found in such systems
as Chatterbots, gaming and decision making. Hu-
mor is extremely important in any communicative
form. It affects not only feelings but also influences
human beliefs. It has even shown to encourage cre-
ativity. Enabling a machine to classify humor types
(and topics) can have many practical applications,
such as automatic humor subscriptions that send us
only those messages that will make us laugh. It can
serve as a basis for further research on humor gen-
eration of witty and adequate replies by conversa-
tional agent applications. We tend to expose more
about ourselves in humor than in regular prose. In
the next section we will highlight several research
results from the fields of psychology and sociology
that show this, and explore the differences in humor
produced by different groups. This knowledge can
be used to identify the latent attributes of the tweet-
ers, e.g. gender, geographical location or origin and
personality features based on their tweets. Aggres-
siveness in humor can be viewed as a potential warn-
ing sign and teach us about the authors mental well-
being.

We will now look at some examples of funny
tweets from one of the sites, and then review the dif-
ferent types, topics and the way in which the human
brain operates to get the joke. We will also see how
computers can imitate this:

1. ”And he said unto his brethren, A man shall
not poketh another man on facebook for thine
is gayeth” #lostbibleverses

2. if life gives you lemons, make someone’s paper
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cut really sting

3. Sitting at a coffee bean and watching someone
get arrested at the starbucks across the street.
True story.

4. One of Tigers mistresses got 10 million dollars
to keep quiet. I gotta admit I’m really proud of
that whore.

5. There is a new IPod app that translates Jay
Leno into funny.

6. May the 4th be with you...

Example (1) has a hashtag that could help us under-
stand the special stylistic suffixes some words in the
sentence bear. Googling the first part yields more
than 2 million hits, since this is a common bibli-
cal verse. This makes it a wordplay joke that para-
phrases a known phrase. But the main reason this is
funny is the observation that a very common Face-
book action is gay. Therefore, the type of this humor
would be classified as observational and the topic
Facebook. The latter could be observed by a com-
puter if we allow it to recognize the named entity
facebook, which in many cases would serve as the
topic. The type, which we recognize as gay, will ap-
pear in our lexicon. Since it appears after a copula,
we can infer that this is not a regular gay joke. If
it was an outing tweet it would not be funny. For
both processes, we require a part of speech tagger
and a NE recognizer. We can find these two tools at
tt http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/aritter/, de-
veloped especially for Twitter by Alan Ritter. Ex-
ample (2) has no NE or any special lexicon word as-
sociated with it. A Google search of the first part of
the sentence, within the quotes, will yield 639,000
results. So we can infer it is of wordplay type. But
why is it funny? The topic is human weakness, as
described by Mihalcea (2006). We laugh at the man-
ifestation of human misanthropy and the satisfaction
in gloating. This relates to the relief theory of hu-
mor, as the joke is allowing us to speak about our
tabooed and unsocial feelings. How can the com-
puter understand this? It is a tricky and complex
task. We could parse the sentence to find out that
the reader is advised to make someones cut sting,
and we could use a semantic ontology or a lexicon

to teach the computer that sting is a negative expe-
rience, which will lead to drawing the correct con-
clusion. We believe a comprehensive understanding
of the sentence is not mandatory, but if necessary,
we can use the work of Taylor (2010) as reference.
Example (3) ends with the short sentence true story,
which tells us that this is an anecdote. The present
progressive tense of the verbs implies the same. To
understand this short sentence we need a semantic
effort, or a lexicon of such terms that confirm the
anecdotal nature of the tweet. The NE Starbucks
could be set as the viable topic. Example (4) has
a proper noun as NE, Tigers, recognized by its cap-
ital first letter. This is also the topic, and the type is
probably vulgarity, that can be recognized by the last
word in it. Example (5) is an insult, and the topic is
the proper name Jay Leno. This research will likely
conclude that we prefer the human NE over the non-
human one, when instructing the computer how to
choose our topic. To recognize that this is an insult
to Leno, we need to know he is a comedian, and that
the tweet suggests that he is not funny. An inter-
net search will discover the former. For the latter,
we must understand what translate something into
funny means. The semantics of the verb and its indi-
rect object that follows the preposition into should
clarify this. This can be achieved by parsing the
tweet, looking up the semantics of translate and co-
median in a semantic ontology, and concluding that
Leno is not funny. This is contradictory to his pro-
fession and can be viewed as an insult. Example (6)
is a pun, or a wordplay, in taxonomy of Hay (1995).
No topic. The pun is based on the phonologic re-
semblance of forth and force and the immortal quote
from Star Wars. According to Wikipedia, May 4th
is actually an official Star Wars day because of this
pun, and an internet search can teach our computer
what type of tweet this is. Alternatively, with more
original phonological puns, phonologic ontologies
(which have not been researched thoroughly) can be
a proper reference source.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: related work is reviewed in section 2 . Sec-
tion 3 briefly describes the data used in the experi-
ments and evaluates the results. Section 4 describes
the task and algorithm of humor classification and
section5 gives ideas for further research.
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2 Related Work

We will survey the research work related to our the-
sis in 4 different points of reference.

2.1 Humor Recognition

While the classification of different data, identifying
whether tweets are humorous, sarcastic, or neither,
has been examined closely in recent years, I am un-
aware of any research that has been done on auto-
matic humor classification by type or topic. One of
the first studies on computational humor was done
by Binsted and Ritchie (1997), in which the authors
modeled puns based on semantics and syntax. This
work paved the way for humor generation research
works, such as LIBJOG (Raskin and Attardo 1994),
JAPE (Binsted and Ritchie 1994, 1997) and HA-
HAcronym (Stock and Strapparava, 2003). The two
former systems were criticized as pseudo-generative
because of the template nature of their synthesized
jokes. The latter is also very limited in its syntax.
Only in later studies was the recognition of humor
examined. Mihalcea and Strapparava (2005) used
content and stylistic features to automatically rec-
ognize humor. This was done, however, on a more
homogenous set of data, one-liners, that, unlike
tweets, are formal, grammatically correct and of-
ten exhibit stylistic features, such as alliteration and
antonyms, which seldom appear in tweets. Davi-
dov et al. (2010) recognized sarcastic sentences in
Twitter. They used a semi-supervised algorithm to
acquire features that could then be used by the clas-
sifier to decide which data item was sarcastic. In
addition to these lexical patterns, the classifier also
used punctuation-based features (i.e. number of !).
This procedure achieved an F-score of 0.83 on the
Twitter dataset and the algorithm will be carefully
examined in my research.

2.2 Humor Theories

There are three theories of humor mentioned in re-
lated works: the incongruity theory, the superiority
theory and the relief theory. The incongruity the-
ory suggests that the existence of two contradictory
interpretations to the same statement is a necessary
condition for humor. It was used as a basis for the
Semantic Script-based Theory of Humour (SSTH)
(Raskin 1985), and later on the General Theory of

Verbal Humour (GTVH) (Attardo and Raskin 1991).
Taylor (2010) found that the semantic recognition of
humor is based on this theory and on humor data that
support it. We can see that examples (1)-(5) in sec-
tion 1 do not comply with this theory. It appears that
some humorous statements can lack any incongruity.

The superiority theory claims that humor is trig-
gered by feelings of superiority with respect to our-
selves or others from a prior event (Hobbes 1840).

The relief theory views humor as a way out of
taboo and a license for banned thoughts. Through
humor the energy inhibited by social etiquette can be
released and bring relief to both the author and au-
dience. Freud, as early as 1905, supported this the-
ory and connected humor to the unconscious (Freud,
1960). Minsky (1980) embraces the theory and ob-
serves the faulty logic in humor as another steam-
releasing trait. Mihalcea (2006) enumerated the
most discriminative content-based features learned
by her humor classifier. The more substantial fea-
tures were found to be human-centric vocabulary,
professional communities and human weaknesses
that often appear in humorous data. We think these
features of humor, more than the three theories men-
tioned above, will be of greatest value to our task.

2.3 Humor Types
We will then explore what research has been per-
formed on the actual content and types of humor,
aside from the computer recognition point of view.
There are many taxonomies of humor (Hay, 1995),
and the one that best suits our data contains the fol-
lowing categories:

1. Anecdotes

2. Fantasy

3. Insult

4. Irony

5. Jokes

6. Observational

7. Quote

8. Role play

9. Self deprecation
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10. Vulgarity

11. Wordplay

12. Other

We believe that most of our humorous tweets will
fall into one of the first 11 categories.

3 Data

Our task is to categorize the different humorous
tweets. A little about Twitter: Twitter is a popular
microblogging service with more than 200 million
messages (tweets) sent daily. The tweet length is
restricted to 140 characters. Users can subscribe to
get all the tweets of a certain user, and are hence
called followers of this user, but the tweets are pub-
lically available, and can be read by anyone. They
may be read on the Twitter website, on many other
sites, and through Twitter API, an interface that al-
lows access to a great amount of tweets and user at-
tributes. Aside from text, tweets often include url
addresses, references to other Twitter users (appear
as ¡user¿) or content tags (called hashtags and ap-
pear #¡tag¿ ). These tags are not taken from a set list
but can be invented by the tweeter. They tend to be
more generic since they are used in Twitters search
engine to find tweets containing the tag. Our humor-
ous tweet dataset is derived from websites such as
http://www.funny-tweets.com that pub-
lish funny tweets, and can be further expanded by
subscribing to all tweets by comedians who appear
on these sites. Another option is a thorough check of
tweets of Twitter Lists like ComedyWorld/ and fea-
tures comedians who send messages to all of their
followers.

3.1 Evaluation

To evaluate our results we must find out which type
and topic of humor every classified tweet belongs to.
We are spared from the challenging task of deciding
whether a tweet is funny or not, since all of our data
was already deemed funny by the publishing sites.
Categorizing humor is of course very complex, due
to the fuzzy nature of the taxonomy and the sub-
jectivity of this task. One tweet can be related to
more than one topic, and belong to more than one
humor type. Nevertheless, the only way to achieve

a gold standard for such classification is through hu-
man annotation, which can be accomplished through
the use of a mechanical Turk.

4 Humor Classification

We will use a semi-supervised algorithm with a seed
of labeled tweets as input. This will produce a set of
distinguishing features for the multi-class classifier.
A few feature types will be examined: syntactical,
pattern-based, lexical, morphological, phonological
and pragmatic. Here are some examples which re-
fer to the task of classifying the examples given in
section 1:

Syntactic Features

• transitiveness of the verb

• syntactic ambiguity

Pattern-based Features

• Patterns including high-frequency and content
words as described in the algorithm in Davidov
and Rappoport (2006)

Lexical Features

• Lexicon words like Gay

• Existence of NEs (like Facebook and Star-
bucks)

• Meaning of the verb and its objects(make
someones cut sting)

• Lexical ambiguity

Morphological Features

• The tense of the verbs in the tweet

• Special word morphology (like the biblical eth
suffix in our example (1))

Phonological Features

• existence of a word that appears on a homo-
phones list (which could help with pun recog-
nition)

Pragmatic Features

• Thee amount of results obtained from a search
engine query of the tweet of the verbs in the
tweet
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Stylistic Features

• Existence of smiley characters

• Punctuation, like !

The topic of a tweet will also be retrieved from
automatically retrieved features when it does not ap-
pear as a NE in the tweet.

5 Future Work

Further research could be done to classify the tweet-
ers of the humorous tweets based on attributes of
gender, age, location, etc. This could be achieved
using the type and the topic of the tweets as addi-
tional features to semi-supervised classifiers. This
idea was inspired by related work that found a corre-
lation between humor and gender. In the Gender and
Humor chapter of her thesis, Hay (1995) surveyed
old research that claimed women are less inclined
towards humor than men. Freud (1905) claimed
women do not need a sense of humor because they
have fewer strong taboo feelings to repress. This
perception is slowly changing, with more contem-
poraneous work claiming that humor is different be-
tween genders. Hay concludes that:

• men are more likely to use vulgarity and quotes
than women

• women are more likely to use observational hu-
mor

To a lesser degree:

• men tend to use more role play and wordplay

• women are more likely to use jocular insults

We did not find any relevant correlation studies
between age, origin, and other attributes with humor,
but such research has likely been explored.
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